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ABSTRACT

Prior to 1967, the West Bank, known by the Israelis as Judea and Samaria, was under
the control of the Jordanian administration. After the 1967 Arab-Israeli War, Arabs
for a long time were expecting the return of these territories for the sake of peace
with its neighbors. This expectation never took place. On the contrary Israel was in
the process of building facts on the ground and ensuring its people that these
territories are an essential part of historical Israel. After a twenty years period of
patience and hope for the Arab leaders to commit to the Palestinian Question, the
oppressed Palestinian civilians in the occupied territories finally decided to take
matters into their own hand. This would be known as the first Palestinian Uprising in
1987. The outcome of this turmoil was the Madrid Peace conference followed by the
Oslo peace-process which finally collapsed due to both sides having a different
understanding of peace. The breakdown of the Oslo Accords led to another uprising,
known as the Al-Aqsa Intifada in the year 2000. To end this disastrous clash, Ariel
Sharon led a military action known as ‗Operation Defensive Shield‖ in 2002, where
Israel reoccupied the areas which were offered during the Oslo process to the
Palestinians. The purpose of this study is to identify the Israeli government‘s main
purpose in occupying the West Bank in 1967 and building settlement in these
territories which are considered illegal by the international community.

Keywords: Jewish settlements, 1967 Six-Day War, Arab reaction, settlement
expansion, creeping annexation

ÖZ

1967 öncesi dönemi, İsrailliler tarafından Judea ile Samaria olarak bilinen Batı Şeria,
Ürdün hükümetinin kontrolü altındaydı. 1967 Arab-İsrail savaşının ardından Araplar
bu bölgenin barış karşılığı eski sahiplerine döneceğini düşündüler. Bu beklenti hiçbir
zaman gerçekleşmedi. Tam aksine Israilin amacı kendi halkına bu bölgenin
tarihlerini bir parçası olduğunu garantileyerek ayni zamanda hiç zaman kaybetmeden
kalıcı kanıt yaratmaktaydı. Arap liderlerinin Filistin sorununa el atacağı ümidiyle
yirmi senelik bir beklemeden sonra Filistin halkı sorunlarını kendileri çözme karaı
aldılar. Böylelikle 1987‘de Filistinde ilk ayaklanma başladı. Ayaklanmanın getirdiği
sonuçların birincisi Madrid Bariş konferansı, ardından da Oslo Barış-süreci oldu. Her
iki tarafın farklı barış anlayışı yüzünden barış görüşmeleri başarısızlıkla sonuçlandı.
Bu başarısızlık 2000 yılında Al-Aqsa diye bilinen ikinci bir ayaklanmaya neden oldu.
Bu kargaşaya son vermek amacı ile Ariel Sharon ‗Operation Defensive Shield‖ diye
adlandırılan bir operasyon düzenledi. Bu operasyonun sonucunda Oslo döneminde
Filistinlilere verilen topraklar tekrar Israil tarafından işgal edildi. Bu çalışmanın
temel amacı, Israil hükümetinin 1967 savaşı esnasında işgal ettiği Batı Şeria
bölgesini hangi amaçla aldığınıö aldıktan sonra bu böldege kaldırdığı yasa dışı
yerleşimleri ne maksatla inşaa ettiği araştırılacaktır.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Jewish settlements, 1967 Six-Day War, Arab reaction,
settlement expansion, creeping annexation
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Chapter 1

1 INTRODUCTION

In the past, the powerful European Empires established colonies in different parts of
the world, generally for economic reasons. None of these colonies were ever built on
biblical assumptions or as an aim to ―return‖ to a land.1 However, the Jewish state,
later declared the State of Israel in 1948, was built on such messianic pretenses. 2 The
manner in which the Jewish settlements were first built in Palestine, followed by the
establishment of a Jewish State in 1948, caused a serious refugee problem and
furthermore violated many international laws in respect to land ownership, humanrights, freedom of movement…etc. Moreover, the movement of this Jewish
population onto the territory of another‘s after the Arab-Israeli War in 1967, also
known as the Six-Day War, has created an infinite clash known as the Arab-Israeli
conflict. According to Jewish biblical ideologies, the ancient Jews, who called
themselves ―Bnei Israel‖ or sons of Israel claimed that this land, Palestine, was
promised to them by God.3 Almost all book sources, a majority published by Jewish
scholars, dealing with the subject of Jewish settlements built on confiscated Arab
land after the 1967 Arab-Israeli war mention the land of Palestine as being the

1

For particular reasons of why on why colonies where established by European governments, see
Marc Ferro, Colonization: a Global History (London: Routledge, 1997), 23-50.

2

See Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ―The Declaration of the Establishment of the State Of Israel,
May 14, 1948‖, URL: http://www.mfa.gov.il/MFA/
3
Charles D. Smith, Palestine and the Arab-Israeli Conflict (New York: Bedford/St.Martins, 2007), 2.

Promised Land for the Jewish people. This act of occupation initiated under the name
of a settlement movement was used by the Jewish intellectuals in Europe during the
19th century and later by Israeli politicians of the Jewish State in the 20th century as a
divine intervention to unite the Jewish people and convince them to migrate to
Palestine, moreover, claim the land for themselves, without any consideration for the
indigenous population. This migration of Jews to the Promised Land and the
expansion of Jewish settlements on the occupied territories gained after the Six-Day
war created a negative impact on Israel‘s relation with the Arab world in the past and
present.4

The significance of the 1967 Arab-Israeli War is that the Israeli society was
transformed from a democratic self ruling nation to a colonizing power. This war
gave the Israeli government the needed pretext for expansion and the eventual goal
of permanent annexation of the land through illegal settlement building. Aside from
the illegality of the occupying government‘s settlement policy, Israel also violated
international laws: The Hague Regulations and Geneva Convention.

The purpose of this thesis is to shed a light on the Israeli government‘s settlement
policy regarding the West Bank following the Six-Day War. There are many
controversial debates among modern scholars, politicians and journalists about
Israel‘s real intentions for these territories, mostly suggesting that the ‗land for
peace‘ was never an option to begin with. For what reason did Israel occupy these

4

Clive Jones, Soviet Jewish aliyah, 1989-1992: Impact and Implications for Israel and the Middle
East (London: Frank Cass & Co. LTD., 1996), 8.

territories in 1967 and build illegal settlements that violated international and local
laws? Were Israeli leaders planning to annex these territories for security reasons or
simply to use these territories in exchange for peace and recognition by its Arab
neighbors for its right to exist? This study will acknowledge these questions through
analyzing the already existing and contradictory arguments among scholars and
additionally documented statements made by Israeli and American politicians such
as Dennis Ross, Richard Nixon, Jimmy Carter, Ariel Sharon, Abba Eban, Matityahu
Drobless, Golda Meir, Yigal Allon, and Menachem Begin. It will contribute to future
students of social sciences interested in the Arab-Israeli conflict and the tactics that
were used by the Israeli governments in reaching its national goals. It is imperative to
expose the actual reason for Israel‘s occupation of the West Bank and why, against
all odds, it has continued with its settlement policy. Irrespective to the conflicting
views between the Israeli government‘s ruling parties, Likud and Labor5, the
settlement policy appears to bring these governments‘ national objectives under one
roof: a settlement expansion plan under the guide of security. According to Dajani,
the Labor government that ran the country during the period of 1967 justified the
need of these settlements for security reasons.6 Bringing light to the issue of illegal
settlements will perhaps open new directions to what kind of future Palestinian State
can be established. Is a two-state solution still viable after the confiscation of so

5

For differing traditions between Likud and Labor, See Sasson Sofer, ―Towards Distant Frontiers:
The Course of Israeli Diplomacy‖, in Israel in the International Arena, edited by Efraim Karsh
(Frank Cass Publishers, 2004), 2-3.
6

Souad R. Dajani, Eyes without country: searching for a Palestinian strategy of liberation
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1994), 11.

much land or will peace negotiations between the Israelis and Palestinian based on a
one-state solution be a more rational option for future peace?

The approach in which Israel colonized these territories in 1967; through war,
transformed the Israeli image from a victim of the holocaust into an occupying force,
defying all international laws and respect to human-rights. Israel became a
problematic entity in the region surrounded by agitated Arab neighbors. The
occupied territories in the West Bank, known by the Israelis as Judea and Samaria
will form the central focus of this study. After analyzing a number of important
primary and secondary resources, it will be argued that Israel‘s real intentions for the
occupied territories after 1967 and its participation in peace negotiations was
basically gaining time to build facts on the ground with the ultimate goal of creeping
annexation.

The first chapter of this study presents a brief historical background of the Zionist
movement during the Ottoman period and furthermore when the Jewish settlements
started to become a problem for the local Arabs during the British Mandate. This part
of the study will also mention the significance of the Six-Day War fought in 1967
between the Arab nations and Israel. The international and local laws violated by this
occupation will be mentioned in this part of the study to give a better understanding
of the depth of the problem.

The second chapter constitutes the core of this study and will chronologically
examine two important periods in Israel‘s history of expansion and annexation.
Firstly the period after the Six-Day War; of 1967 till 1977, as a slow and low-keyed

settlement policy that was implemented under the Labor government. Secondly, the
period of 1977 till 1987, as an aggressive settlement policy by a dominant Likud
government. According to Shafir, ―the pioneering activity of Labor, as a movement
of settlement and absorption of immigration, was the source from which it drew its
legitimacy throughout the whole period of its political dominance until 1977.‖7 After
1977 when Likud under Menachem Begin took control of the Israeli government,
together with the help of Ariel Sharon and Matitiyahu Drobless, the settlement
expansion plan took on a new dimension and unstoppable road in comparison to
Labor‘s. Likud‘s aggressive settlement policy, together with its international
violations to human rights, would cause great reaction by Israel‘s closest ally the
United States and by the Palestinian people which would result in an uprising in
1987 bringing us to the end of the second chapter. This chapter demonstrates the
controversial dispute between the Israeli politicians within the ruling government on
what to do with the territories occupied in the Six-Day War. Other national policies
exercised by the Israeli government towards the Palestinians living in the occupied
territories such as: deportation, house demolitions, land confiscation and collective
punishment worked parallel with Israel‘s expansion plan.

The third chapter examines Israel‘s ‗changing‘ policies and the U.S.‘s first real
involvement when Georg H. Bush takes office after the Palestinian Uprising. This
new administration‘s efforts would result in the 1991 Madrid Peace Conference. The
Arab-Israeli peace-process would enter a new era when the Bush administration took
office in 1989. Despite the continuing settlement expansion all through the peaceprocess, this era would be the start of peace talks under a new and realistic approach:
7

Gershon Shafir, ―Changing Nationalism and Israel's "Open Frontier" on the West Bank,‖ Theory and
Society, Vol. 13, No. 6 (Nov., 1984), 809. Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/657140.
Accessed: 13/05/2011

―confidence-building‖.8

These peace talks were a result of a more pro-active

American administration, evolving policies by Arab leaders in the Middle-East due
to the Gulf War and the end of the Soviet influence. According to Eisenberg, the
international community witnessed the change in some Arab countries' policies with
the melting of Soviet influence during this period. Bush would lay the foundations
for the Clinton administration in regards to the peace-process. In addition to this, the
U.S, Israeli and Palestinian Liberation Organization evolving policies and strategies,
and their impact on the Arab-Israeli peace process will be presented. It can be argued
that earlier peace plans and peace treaties signed after each Arab-Israeli war were
responsible for Madrid and eventually the Oslo process during the Clinton period. In
addition to this, other elements such as political powers in government and personal
interests will be mentioned as key factors to the progress as well as stale-mate of the
peace-process. Bill Clinton‘s efforts were also a success only in developing a method
in opening bilateral talks resulting in the Oslo Peace Process. This era of peace talks
will be evaluated in four stages: 1991 Madrid Peace Conference, Oslo Peace-Process
in 1993, Netanyahu administration in 1996 and the decline of the Oslo process, and
Clinton's final failed attempts in Camp David II and the ‗Clinton Plan‘. The
arguments discussed in both Chapter two and three will examine Israel‘s intentions of
expanding its borders through creeping annexation. This chapter will also discuss the
reasons why Camp David II failed followed by its consequences: the Al-Aqsa
Intifada.

The conclusion part of the study will argue whether the goal of Israel was to
exchange these territories for peace with its neighbors or to expand its political
8

William B. Quandt, Peace Process: American Diplomacy and the Arab-Israeli Conflict Since 1967
(Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press, 2001), 295-296.

borders. Furthermore, the negative as well as positive results of the 1987 civilian
uprising, Oslo Peace Process and Camp David II will be stated. Finally, the length of
the illegal settlements and how they affect the daily lives of the Palestinians living
within these territories will be pointed out. All final observations will assist the
reader to identify and develop a deeper understanding of the settlement problem and
its impact on the peace-process.

1.1 The Context and Background of the Settlement Movement
Historical Palestine was according to Zionist Jews, their birth right and moreover a
part of ‗Eretz Israel‘.9 What was seen as an act of occupation by other governments
was for them a sacred commitment.10 Today, leaders of the state of Israel all follow
this conviction not necessarily for religious consideration but for the state‘s national
interests: ‗security by expansion‘. In fact, the first well-known Zionist leaders of the
19th and 20th century that helped built the Jewish State were Marxists and secularists.
Theodor Herzl, the father of the first Zionist movement was a secular Jew while
some of these secular Jews had Marxist tendencies such as Ze‘ev Jabotinsky, Chaim
Weizmann and David Ben-Gurion.11 To Theodor Herzl, Palestine symbolized his
Jewish identity, customs, freedom and pride. The drive of establishing a state for the
Jews was in fact not based on religious beliefs, but on lack of Jewish rights, equality
and moreover the level of anti-Semitism towards the Jews in Europe.12 In my

9

For the description of Eretz Israel, see Kermit Zarley, Palestine Is Coming: The Revival of Ancient
Philistia (Texas: Hannibal Books, 1990), 11-27.

10

Norman Lamm, The religious thought of Hasidism: text and commentary (New Jersey: Ktav Pub.
Inc., 1999), 536-537.
11

12

Jacob Golomb, Nietzsche and Zion (New York: Cornell University Press, 2004), 23-24.

Theodor Herzl, The Jewish State (Texas: Filiquarian Publishing, LLC, 2006), 63. Also, see Karen
Armstrong, Jerusalem: One City Three Faiths (New York: Ballantine Books, 1997), 377.

opinion, religion is used as one of the most effective forces in forming a strong
argument. The Zionist leaders used religious ideologies for the purpose of reaching a
certain goal: building a Jewish State. These religious beliefs were hardly the reason
why the Zionist leaders were interested in Palestine. For them, building a state was
the basic need of self-preservation and national pride. Rowley and Taylor support
this argument by stating that David Ben-Gurion, the first Prime Minister of the state
of Israel and his party directly used religion (Mizrahi) as a tool to promote political
unity.13 One of the Zionist‘s well-known literary phrases was: ―A land without a
people for a people without a land‖.14 On the contrary, this was never the case in
Palestine; it was not a land without any people. Palestinians had lived on this land for
centuries and naturally considered it their home.

15

They did not need to make up

stories or myths to attach themselves to the land as did the Jews. Their connection to
the land was adamantine: centuries of existence in the territory. In other words,
Palestinians did not build dwellings as an instrument to commit to the land.

It was during the Ottoman period in Palestine that marked the beginning of the
modern Zionist movement; when Jews started to migrate to the holy land and
establish agricultural settlements in the late 19th century and early 20th century. These
Jews were escaping discrimination and persecution in Western and Eastern Europe.16

13

Charles K. Rowley and Jennis Taylor, ―The Israel and Palestine land settlement problem, 1948–
2005: An analytical history‖, Public Choice, Vol. 128, No. 1/2, Jul., 2006 , 85, URL:
http://www.jstor.org/pss/30026634
14
Alan M. Dershowitz, The Case for Israel (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2003), 24.
15
Karen Armstrong, Jerusalem: One City Three Faiths (New York: Ballantine Books, 1997), 377.
16
Menachem Mautner, Law and the Culture of Israel (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 14.
For reasons on why the Jews were discriminated in Europe, especially in Eastern Europe, see Ofira
Seliktar, New Zionism and the foreign policy system of Israel (Sydney & Kent: Croom Helm Ltd.,
1986), 42-43.

According to Marcus, it was the Russian Jews who formed the foundation of this
settlement movement, also called the Zionist movement.17 The father of this
movement and the leader of Jewish affairs was Theodor Herzl, an Austro-Hungarian
secular Jew. He was a man that became aware of a Jewish problem in the world and
the need for the Jews to establish their own sovereign state. The location of this
future state was decided as Palestine during the First Zionist Congress convened by
Herzl and held in Switzerland in 1897.18 It can be stated that this date officially
marked the beginning of the settlement movement in Palestine. According to Itamar
Rabinovich, the aim of this Congress was to ―create a home in Palestine for the Jews
through colonization.‖19 According to Bowers, Zionism refers to:
“the national movement for the return of the Jewish people to their homeland and
the resumption of Jewish sovereignty in the Land of Israel, advocated, from its
inception, tangible as well as spiritual aims. Jews of all persuasions, left and
right, religious and secular, joined to form the Zionist movement and worked
together toward these goals. Disagreements led to rifts, but ultimately, the
common goal of a Jewish state in its ancient homeland was attained.‖20
The Jews that arrived in Palestine believed that this was the Promised Land and that
the rest of the inhabitants were invaders.21 The first group of Jewish settlers that
arrived from Russia in the 1880s consisted of Zionist socialists. This community
needed to evade the prejudice surrounding, and so it came to Palestine. They planned

17

Amy Dockser Marcus, Jerusalem 1913: The Origins of the Arab-Israeli Conflict (New York:
Penguin Group, 2007), 11.
18
Avi Shlaim, The Iron Wall (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2001), 2-3. Also, See Dan
Cohn-Sherbok, Judaism: history, belief, and practice (London & New York: Routledge, 2003),
278.
19

Itamar Rabinovich, Israel in the Middle East: Documents and Readings on Society, Politics, and
Foreign Relations, Pre-1948 to the Present (Boston: Brandeis; 2nd ed., 2007), 21.

20

Morris Glen Bowers, ISRAEL: the 51st State: ...the Unspoken Foreign Policy of the United States of
America (Bloomington: iUniverse, Inc., 2005), xi.

21

Dockers Marcus, Jerusalem 1913, 9.

to build their own Jewish state by purchasing land from absentee land-lords, both
Palestinian and non-Palestinian.22 The second group of settlers arrived in 1902. One
of the arrivals was Israel‘s first Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion, a man who was a
passionate Zionist leader and once claimed that Palestine was uninhabited.23 This
attitude may have entrenched the Jewish problem at the time but on the other hand
created the ‗Palestinian question‘. Soon, the first official settlements; the traditional
farm known as the ‗kibbutz‘ were established. The idea behind the kibbutz is to
spiritually connect the Jewish people to the land by working the land as equals as did
their ancestors in the past.24 According to sources, over 60,000 Jews migrated to
Palestine from 1880 to 191425 and by 1917, this number grew to 90,000.26 During
this period, Theodor Herzl hoped to create a Jewish homeland for the Jews in
Palestine and in return from the paying off the Ottomans debts. The Jewish charter
was completely rejected by the Ottoman Sultan.27 But this rejection did neither stop
immigration nor the settlement building in Palestine. The Jewish leaders had to find
other ways to reach their goals.

With the downfall of the Ottoman Empire, Britain occupied the territories of Iraq,
Palestine and future Trans-Jordan. After this change, Zionists had the upper hand in
enforcing their decisions because Britain was very much supportive of their
22

Dershowitz, Israel, 25.
Armstrong, Jerusalem, 369.
24
Shalom Lilker, Kibbutz Judaism: a new tradition in the making (New Jersey: Rosemont Publishing,

23

1982), 134-135.
25

Martín Gilbert, The Routledge Atlas of the Arab-Israeli Conflict: The Complete History of the
Struggle and the Efforts to Resolve it (Routledge Historical Atlases) (London & New York:
Routledge, 2002), 3.

26

Dan Cohn-Sherbok, Judaism: history, belief, and practice (London & New York: Routledge, 2003),
280.
27
Cohn-Sherbok, Judaism, 278-279.

movement.28 After a previous failed attempt by Herzl in his diplomatic approach
with the Turks, Chaim Weizmann, the President of the World Zionist Organization
and the future first president of the State of Israel, presented the Jewish charter to the
British. This charter was welcomed by the British and as an outcome, resulted in the
Balfour Declaration named after the British foreign secretary Arthur James Balfour;
where Britain granted the Jews a homeland in Palestine.29 In fact, Britain fully
cooperated with Weizmann and the Zionist Jews in their calling, the reason being
that this siding would aid the British national interests in the region in securing the
Suez Canal.30 According to the Balfour Declaration of 1917:
"His Majesty's Government views with favor the establishment in Palestine of a
national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavors to
facilitate the achievement of this objective, it being clearly understood that
nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of
existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine. . . ."31

This statement caused tensions between the Palestinians and the Jews. It can be
stated that this proclamation officially marked the beginning of a quest for selfdetermination. On the other hand, with Balfour‘s full support, Weizmann created a
Zionist Commission for Palestine. This commission‘s duties were assisting the

28

Armstrong, Jerusalem, 374.
29
Haim Ben-Asher, The Zionist Illusion (Bloomington: iUniverse, Inc., 2010), 125-126.

30

Abraham Malamat and Haim Hillel Ben-Sasson, A History of the Jewish People (Tel Aviv: Dvir
Publishing House, 1969), 989-990. Also, see Illan Pappe, A History of Modern Palestine: One
Land, Two Peoples (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 65.
For British interests in the region, see Isaiah Friedman, The question of Palestine: British-JewishArab relations, 1914-1918 (New Jersey: Transaction Publishers, 1992), 1-7.

31

Cited in Smith, Palestine and the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 77.

British military in all dealings related to the Zionist movement. According to Gavish,
the commission‘s mission included ―immigration, land acquisition, settlement and
the development of natural resources, furthermore, conducting a land survey for
identifying state domain lands, vacant uncultivated lands and abandoned lands‖32, in
other words, all things required to move a population into an area and maintain for it
a sufficient means of life, All these preparations were planned in the expectation of
establishing a state.33 To ease tensions between the Jewish and Arab communities,
the British colonial secretary Winston Churchill, came up with a white paper in 1922
to clarify Britain‘s intentions in hope of satisfying the Arab side. 34 However, this
paper was rejected by the Palestinian notables of Palestine. It can be argued that
diplomatic means failed when it came to dealing with the Palestinians. On the other
hand, Armstrong states that the Zionists accepted all proposals made by the British
and later by the Americans which was how they were able to reach their goals; the
Jewish State. This was an era when the Ottoman Empire was collapsing and the Arab
leaders were pursuing nationalism and their own independent states with the backing
of the British. This support for nationalism, however, did not include the
Palestinians.35 When British Colonel Richard Meinertzhagen was appointed Chief
political officer for Palestine and Syria, he personally worked in 1920 with
Weizmann in setting up a civilian government in Palestine so that the Land Registry
Office could be reopened and land transfers could resume.36 Additionally, with his
efforts land transfer prohibitions were removed in order to permit the Zionists to

32

Dov Gavish, A Survey of Palestine under the British Mandate, 1920-1948 (London & New York:
Routledge, 2005), 28-29.
33
To read more about how the land question was handled and Zionist land purchasing, see Charles D.
Smith, Palestine and the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 126-133.
34
Armstrong, Jerusalem, 376.
35
Ibid., 371-374.
36
Gavish, Survey of Palestine, 23.

reach their goal in buying land for building new settlements.37 This would be on a
small scale for the time being. It was during this decade that the Zionist Jews were
becoming increasingly organized. Besides the agricultural settlements, they were
creating an army, trade unions, educational institutions and other organizations
necessary to shape the future state of Israel.38

Whatever was stated in the Balfour declaration was officially realized during the
British Mandate period in Palestine. The British Mandate, confirmed by the Council
of the League of Nations in 1922, came into operation in 1923.39 The British were
now officially in charge of the territories of Palestine and Iraq. According to Howard
Grief, the conditions and terms of the mandate were drafted by the Zionist
Organization.40 Therefore, it did not deal with any Arab national rights. This mandate
clearly illustrated the British sympathy to the Zionist movement and moreover the
British interests in the region. Grief affirms that there was actually only one purpose
for the mandate and that was clearly to secure the establishment of a Jewish state in
Palestine.41 According to Article 2, 4 and 6 of the Mandate for Palestine,
The Mandatory shall be responsible for placing the country under such political,
administrative and economic conditions as will secure the establishment of the
Jewish national home…An appropriate Jewish agency shall be recognized as a
public body for the purpose of advising and cooperating with the Administration
of Palestine in such economic, social and other matters as may affect the
establishment of the Jewish national home and the interests of the Jewish
population in Palestine…The Administration of Palestine, while ensuring that the
rights and position of other sections of the population are not prejudiced, shall
37
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facilitate Jewish immigration under suitable conditions and shall encourage, in cooperation with the Jewish agency referred to in Article 4, close settlement by Jews
on the land, including State lands and waste lands not required for public
purposes.42
By the 1930s tensions in Palestine between the Jews and Arabs increased due to
increased Jewish immigration. This tense situation during the mandate years due to
unchecked Jewish immigration and purchase of land from absentee Arab landowners
led to the rise of extremists on both sides.43 Both communities started to arm
themselves for a full confrontation. Because of the British support to the Zionist
movement, the Arabs, who were controlled by notables, were furious and started to
fight against the British administration as well. When the Jewish immigration
reached its climax by 1935, it was followed by the 1936 Arab-revolt a year later was
which lasted until 1938.44 This revolt was a result of the Arab nationalist movement
that started a decade earlier. It was a reaction caused by the British and the Jewish
settlement expansion which was a result of Britain favoring the Zionists.45
Eventually, things got out of hand and the British were unable to control both sides.
In 1937 the British Peel Committee recommended a partition plan between the Jews
and the Arabs, with Jerusalem under permanent control of the mandate (see Map 1).
This plan was in theory accepted by the Zionists but completely rejected by the
Arabs. 46 This refusal was then followed by a new White Paper in 1939 which limited
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and controlled the Jewish immigration.47 It also suggested parity: a one-state solution
for both the Arabs and the Jews to govern together on the basis of population
relation. According to this proposition, the Palestinians would have the upper hand in
the government due to Arab-Jewish population ratio. This situation broke the trust
between the British and the Zionists and was followed by terrorist attacks organized
by Jewish gangs. These gangs were led by the extremist Zionists. They were against
a one-state solution as well as a partition plan. Furthermore, they targeted and killed
the British as well as the Arabs. Peculiarly, two of the leaders of these terrorist
organizations, Menachem Begin and Yitzhak Shamir later became prime minister of
the future State of Israel.48
The Holocaust gave the Zionist leaders another device for reaching their goal of
creating a Jewish State in such a short time. Moreover, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem
Amin Al-Husayni‘s relationship with the Nazi‘s also added to their cause. According
to Pappe, during Hitler‘s bitter days, these leaders insisted that the Jews should
migrate only to Palestine. The Zionists completely ignored the White Paper and
immigration increased more than ever. The settlement policy was rapidly creating
facts on the ground (see Map 3). 49

By 1947, the terrorist attacks on both sides escalated leaving the British in a helpless
state.50 That same year in February the UN General Assembly proposed a partition
plan. This partition plan would call for 56% of historical Palestine to become a
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Jewish State and the rest would be left for the Arabs (see Map 2). This proposal was
accepted by the Zionists but rejected by the Arabs. This rejectionist attitude was in
fact the Arabs‘ last chance for a real state. The Zionists decided to completely free
Palestine from the Arabs. Once again, it was the Arab notables that provided a
pretext for the Jews. Tension grew even further to the point where the revisionist
Jews created plans for ethnic cleansing.51 Israeli terror encouraged over 300,000
Arabs to flee for their lives to refugee camps in and outside the borders of Palestine.
This was the start of the Palestinian refugee problem. The British mandate was
terminated on May 15th 1948 because Britain was no longer able to financially
maintain their stay. A day before the mandate ended, the Jewish People‘s Council
declared the establishment of the state of Israel.52 Immediately after that, war broke
out between the new state and its Arab neighbors. During this clash 700,000 more
Arabs fled or according to Chomsky, were expelled from Palestine. 53 Expulsion
would be experienced again by the Arabs later in the 1956 and 1967 Arab-Israeli
wars. The 1948 war reached a cease-fire with the meditation of the UN. It was
followed by the 1949 Armistice Agreements between Israel and Transjordan, Egypt
and Syria.54 The West Bank was assigned to the Kingdom of Jordan while the Gaza
Strip was placed under Egyptian control (see Map 2). The rest which was half of the
designated Palestinian state was assigned to the State of Israel until 1967.55
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1.2 New Settlement Policies after 1967 and the Significance of the
Six Day War
The 1967 Arab-Israeli War was a military success for the state of Israel at the time
where it demonstrated its supremacy. On the other hand, Abba Eban, a senior Israeli
politician, affirms that it was also a ―moral disaster‖. It transformed the Jewish State
into an entity which ―rules a people larger than one-third of itself‖.56 According to a
report by the Foundation for Middle East Peace, ―All Israeli governments, Labor and
Likud, pursued settlements after 1967 in order to consolidate Israeli control over the
occupied territories and prevent the emergence of a Palestinian state.‖57
Additionally, Israel assigned strict restrictions on the Palestinian people living in
these territories. Carmel Shalev states that directly after this war, the Palestinians
living in the West Bank were not allowed entrance to or exit from the territories. In
addition to this, the military government exercised collective punishment by cutting
telephone lines, water and electricity, placing the community under curfews and
demolishing of houses. These actions especially escalated during the Intifada years
but according to Shalev‘s report, this collective punishment policy was undertaken
since the Israeli government gained control over the territories in 1967.58 Besides
these policies, another type of collective punishment administered by the Israeli
government against the Palestinian resistance was house demolishing. According to
Ilan Pappe, half of the town of Qalqilya was destroyed after the Israeli Defense Force
faced a resistance opposing the occupation. Moshe Dayan ordered the military to
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take severe action and make an example of this town. This was one of the many ways
Israel used to stop Palestinian political activities in the occupied territories.59

On June 4, 1967, Levi Eshkol, the third Prime Minister of Israel, formed a Labor
dominated National Unity Government, co-opting Moshe Dayan as Minister of
Defense and Menachem Begin and Yosef Saphir as ministers without portfolio.60
According to Lein and Weizman, ―The initial inclination of most of the members of
the government was to hold the territory as a bargaining chip for future
negotiations.‖61 Joseph Alper states that the government of Israel conceived these
territories as ―deposits‖ held until they can be returned in exchange for peace
arrangements.62 According to Abdul-Ilah Abu-Ayyash, ―security was the top priority
for the state policy and these settlements would serve as defensive frontiers against
the Palestinian resistance.‖63 The territories under discussion were perceived as
defensive lines in order to secure the existence of the state of Israel and to protect
against any neighboring country aiming for its destruction. Abba Eban states that
both Eshkol and later Prime Minister Golda Meir were on the side of territorial
compromise. Levi Eshkol was willing to give up territory in the West Bank to Jordan
in return for peace.64 In other words, they were planning to keep a part of the land for
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security reasons and return what is left to Jordan and Egypt as a part of the Allon
Plan65, which will be mentioned in details in the next chapter.

On the other hand, Gershom Gorenberg states that major housing developments
beyond the Green Line were decided upon by the government the same month the
war ended.66 After the war, new territories were occupied and some were annexed to
the State of Israel in order to create a security buffer zone with its neighbors.
According to Efraim Ben-Zadok, “The focus of settlement activities was directed
toward the new territories occupied in the Six-Day War: Sinai, Gaza, Golan, and the
West Bank.‖67 (see Map 2). In reality, most of these territories, particularly the West
Bank and East Jerusalem were never intended to be returned to their rightful
inhabitants in any near or distant future. The implementation of Jewish settlements in
Judea and Samaria was linked to Israeli‘s ideological beliefs. The government‘s
national planning was focused around three priorities: basic security, defense needs
and geopolitics.68 According to Pappe, ―Judea and Samaria were a vital part of the
Jewish State‖ and moreover, regarded by the nationalist Jews as ―the heart of ancient
Israel: without the realization of the Zionist dream would remain incomplete‖.69

During that critical period, the Mapai government was in power and headed by Levi
Eshkol. It later became known as the Labor party in 1968. Shortly after the ‗1967
War‘ it was this government that renewed the settlement activity in the West Bank
and Gaza. Additionally, Labor initiated settlement plans for the newly conquered
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Golan and Sinai.70 Even though the international community considered these
territories as occupied, General Dayan and his followers from Labor stated that they
originally belonged to Israel and were finally liberated from the Arabs. The Israelis
argued that the political borders coincided with their natural boundaries after the Six
Day War.71 When Dayan was asked in 1968 about Labor‘s plans in respect to the
occupied territories, his reply was ―the first step is the traditional one in the realm of
action in the State of Israel - settlement.‖72

According to Nisan, ―Israel‘s settlement policy served to "create political facts" on
the ground regarding Israel's future boundaries in any final agreement with the
Arabs.... Settlement was a demonstrative method of control that manifested a sense
of Israeli permanency. The existence of the army registered the fact of control; but
the existence of civilian settlements suggested the integration of new areas with "old
pre-'67 Israel."73

1.3 International and Local Law Dimensions

Throughout the period from 1967 to 1987 the Israeli government, ruled first by
Labor and later by Likud, was greatly influenced by messianic ideologies, in which
―the occupied land was part of biblical Israel and therefore belonged to the Jews‖.74
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Among other government policies, when this powerful ideology entered the Israeli
political environment, it strongly dictated the national settlement planning decisions.
The outcomes of these decisions voiced by these two governments imposed would
have a negative effect on Israel‘s relationship with its neighboring countries and its
strongest ally, the Unites States. Furthermore, due to the level of discrimination
endless acts of human rights violations, it would create endless acts of oppression
and retaliation by the Palestinian civilians in the occupied territories, which will be
discussed in the next chapter.
The settlement activity which took place in the occupied territories after the 1967
Six-day War violated international laws such as: The Hague Regulations75, the
Fourth Geneva Convention76, as well as local laws which were the British Mandatory
law and Jordanian planning law. According to Khamaisi, the Israeli government took
advantage of ―the Mandate's structural plans and the Jordanian system in a selective
manner‖ and restructured some parts of these laws for its own national interests.77
Laster and Livney state that even today some of the local laws date back from the
British mandate. They have either been modified or amended by the Israeli
government.78 According to Article 43 of the Hague Convention (1907), ―the
occupying nation may not change laws existent prior to the occupation, unless there
is an absolute deterrent to preserving them‖. According to a briefing paper by Althem by God. See James D. Hacker, Israel: Whose Promised Land? (Longwood: Xulon Press,
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Haq organization, these new laws created and existing ones modified by the Israeli
authorities were an apparent attempt to further the state‘s goals of colonization.79 The
Higher Planning Council assigned by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) made whatever
changes were needed in the laws regarding planning and construction for preventing
Palestinians from obtaining building permits or even keeping their lands. Moreover,
there was the ‗Israeli Planning and Building Law of 1965‘ that allowed the state to
demolish homes deemed ―a public nuisance.‖ When Israel illegally annexed East
Jerusalem and occupied the West Bank in 1967, this law was exercised within these
territories and therefore, thousands of homes and even entire neighborhoods were
torn down by the government.80 The military council assigned was put in charge of
―planning schemes, local plans, building licenses, expanding city boundaries or
determining village borders‖.81 In addition to this, the government used a Law
enacted during the British Mandate (Regulation 119 of the Defense (Emergency)
Regulations) for demolishing and sealing houses in the occupied territories.
According to Article 53 of the Fourth Geneva Convention:
―Any destruction by the Occupying Power of real or personal property
belonging individually or collectively to private persons, or to the State, or to
other public authorities, or to social or cooperative organizations, is
prohibited, except where such destruction is rendered absolutely necessary by
military operations.‖82
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This was a part of a well orchestrated settlement policy; preventing the Palestinians
from building houses, confiscating their land and constructing Jewish settlements by
means of modifying old laws and using them as a means of creeping annexation,
which is the main theme of this study. Another Law amended by Israel in order to
annex land was the Jordanian government‘s 1953 law, which gives the government
the right to expropriate land for public purposes. According to Walter Lehn and Uri
Davis, Israel modified this law by replacing a public court into a committee formed
of three military officers responsible for issues regarding the expropriated land. In
many cases the land-owners were unable to prove ownership and therefore lost their
land.83 This settlement policy in the occupied territories after 1967, especially in the
West Bank, became ―the subject of international politics and diplomatic struggles,
including the pressure exerted by United Nations resolutions‖.84 One very clear
international humanitarian law that stood in the way of these settlements is the
Fourth Geneva Convention which protects the status of publicly owned land
confiscated during war.85 According to John Quigley, Article 49 of the Geneva
Convention clearly argues that it is prohibited to remove a population from its
territory; however, Israel did not hesitate to expel the Palestinians from their own
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land.86 Moreover Nir Shalev states that this article, as well as the International
humanitarian law, prohibits an occupying power from transferring its civilian
population to the occupied territory.87

The illegal annexation of East Jerusalem and occupation of the West Bank brought
new challenges to the Israeli government. This territorial policy caused new security
issues and changed the demographical balance of the state. But, nonetheless, Israel
was planning to hold on to these territories for as long as it could, either as a
negotiating card or realizing Eretz Israel.

Chapter 2

1 LABOR AND LIKUD’S SETTLEMENT POLICIES
FROM 1967 TO 1987
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2.1 Labor Administration: The Eshkol-Meir Period (1967-1973)
2.1.1 Eshkol-Meir’s Settlement Policy
The idea behind Jewish settlements in the occupied territories was necessary for the
Israeli government, not for maintaining security in the area, but as a liable excuse for
holding the army in these areas.88 As the Arab leaders refused to directly negotiate
with Israel for peace, the Israeli government used this position to justify
annexation.89 This Arab position gave Israel a suitable pretext in this period for
pursuing its goals. On the other hand, Shlaim affirms that it was never stated by any
Arab leader that the Arab states did not accept indirect negotiations. In fact, President
Nasser and King Hussein were in favor of a peace settlement with Israel.90
According to Yapp, Egypt and Jordan were ready to accept the 1949 armistice
borders as well as coming to an understanding on the Palestinian refugee problem.91
The ‗rejectionist‘ attitude by the Arab Heads of State at the Khartoum Conference
that year was in Israel‘s best interest.92 Israel used its own interpretation of the
Conference to pursue its national plans. According to Gorenberg, it had a great effect
on the cabinet‘s decisions of settlement expansion. Israel was now on its own in the
Middle East and was free to take any decision without having to answer to anyone,
including the United States. While U.S. President Nixon states that ―while we are
right to support Israel‘s survival and security, we would be wrong to back the current
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Israeli government‘s extreme demands‖.93 In fact, during his administration, Israel
received full financial and military support because of its position as a strategic asset
in the Middle East.94 Moreover, Nixon provided Israel with military assistance
during the 1973 Arab-Israeli War. According to Mearsheimer and Walt, ―Israel is the
only US recipient that does not have to account for how the aid is spent…like
building settlements in the West Bank‖.95

After the Khartoum Conference, Israel decided to establish settlement outposts in
zones it believed was necessary for ‗security reasons‘. According to Gorenberg, this
would be the first announcement of concrete plans since June 1967.96 The first
official settlement in the West Bank approved by the Prime Minister Levi Eshkol
was Kfar Etzion Bloc.97 Even though Israel fully realized the illegality of building
settlements in these territories, Levi Eshkol and his cabinet took the decision to
permit settlers to move in the Etzion area.98 Israel explained these settlements to the
US as ―military positions in control of occupied territories…for the necessary length
of time‖ in which the US blindly accepted.99 Avi Shlaim affirms that the Six-Day
War was the beginning of Israel‘s new policy of; ‗annexation‘.100 This was officially
the beginning of the Iron Wall. According to Abba Eban, Israel‘s foreign minister at
the time, ―Annexation is a total and irreversible failure. It has failed in parliament; it
has failed demographically and structurally. It has been proven to be structurally
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impossible.‖
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Eban was a strong supporter of giving away parts of the territories

occupied in the war in exchange for peace and believed that this expansion plan
would compromise the Jewishness of the state. Richard Nixon states that ―expanding
means absorbing the Arabs living in these territories. This annexation would
compromise the security of the state and turn into a national problem‖.102
Nonetheless, Israel took a risk and within the same month of June that year; its new
government decided to annex East Jerusalem and the surrounding territories.103 This
administration also chose to reunify Jerusalem beyond the Green Line for major
housing developments for Jews.104 Furthermore, it decided to annex the Golan
Heights for security reasons as well as make plans for building new settlements in
these territories.105 Besides the settlement policy, there was also the issue of the
refugees. The Labor government during that period implemented a new law to stop
any refugees from returning to their homes. After the war ended, a total of 150
refugees were allowed to return back. After that, the government applied the
expulsion policy for demographic reasons.106 Many times since the 1967 war, the
settlement issue in the occupied territories has proven to be an ‗obstacle to peace‘.
This issue finally resulted in a deadlock in Israel foreign policy in 1973 during the
Golda Meir period because of an increase in public and political opposition in Israel.
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2.1.2 The Allon Plan (see Map 4)
A few weeks after the Six-Day War ended, a new plan was master minded for the
newly occupied territories in the West Bank by Yigal Allon. Allon served as Israel‘s
deputy prime minister and Minister of Immigrant Absorption during 1967 till
1969.107 This plan was known as the Allon Plan and became a part of the state‘s
policy.108 It was a plan to ensure state security and required the annexation of the
Jordan Valley and the Judean Desert to the state of Israel. 109 According to this plan,
the area selected in the West Bank was specifically not densely populated with
Palestinians.110 For Allon his territorial approach ―guaranteed Israel‘s security and
preserved its Jewish nature.”111

The reason why it is essential to mention this plan is because, although not
mentioned by name, it still is used as a basis by Israeli policy for the West Bank and
the peace negotiations with the Arab countries.112 The Allon plan, which was
proposed but never formally approved by Golda Meir‘s Labor government in 1969,
was a part of the guidelines used by the ruling Labor government at the time to
approach the Palestinian problem.113 Moreover, it shaped to a great extent, Israel's
settlement policy in the West Bank and Gaza during the years from 1967 to 1977.
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After Golda Meir was elected leader of Labor and prime minister of Israel, she
adopted two principles that shaped Israel‘s policy after 1967; ―no return to the
prewar borders and no withdrawal without direct negotiations and peace treaties with
the Arab states‖.114 This did not mean that Israel was against UN Resolution 242. In
fact, as soon as Begin and the Herut Party resigned from the coalition government
run by Meir in 1970, the Israeli administration publicly declared a cease-fire and
accepted the resolution.115 However, this resolution was not effective in stopping the
settlement policy. Israel had a different interpretation of the Resolution 242 and later
338. The cease-fire part of the resolution was mutual to all parties. According to
Shlaim, the Israeli government had a different interpretation of the UN Resolutions.
The West Bank and Gaza were never to be a part of the land for peace plan. Only
Sinai and a part of the Golan Heights were to be considered within the framework of
any future peace.116 This became later clear to the US when President Carter invited
Begin to a meeting in Washington to initiate some kind of settlement between Israel
and the Arab neighbors in 1977.

Politically, the Allon plan offered the Palestinians in these territories limited
autonomy.117 This meant no citizenship or right to vote. It basically took away all the
rights of the Palestinians under occupation and turned them into cheap labor who
became completely dependent on the ruling colony.118 According to Makdisi, the
Palestinians in this territory were denied any human rights and political identity.
Ralph Schoenman states that in the post-1967 territories of occupation, a Palestinian
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could not plant vegetables without an unobtainable permit from the military
government. Among other discriminating restrictions, ―a Palestinian was forbidden
to wear a shirt which has the colors of the Palestinian flag or even own a cassette in
your house which has Palestinian national songs‖.119 On the other hand, they had the
option of working inside Israel which made them completely dependent on its
economy that was a part of the Allon plan.

This economic shift from self-

employment to cheap labor status was made possible when Israel started to control
the use of land and water. Thus Palestinians became restricted in working in
agriculture on their own land.120 Due to these water restrictions Palestinians could
not keep hold of their land for long. Once a piece of land was identified by the
government as being in a certain status (abandoned); as non-cultivated land for a
certain amount of time, it was viewed as ‗state land‘. Filing an appeal was very
costly and even if the land owner could, his petition was appraised by a military
committee.121 This was one of the methods used by the Israeli government in order
to seize land from Palestinians and declare it ‗state land‘. As Palestinians faced
difficulty in using water for agriculture and found better opportunities in working in
the Israeli labor market, all this land was targeted and annexed to the state.122
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As for the ‗illegal settlement building issue‘ whose seeds were planted during the
ruling labor government of 1967 till 1977, the principles of Allon Plan were applied.
As drafted in Rabin‘s personal Service Diary, the plan consists of four main
principles:
―(1) setting up the Jordan River as Israel's security border, by constructing in
its rift a chain of settlements, 6-10 miles in width: (2) retaining the Jordan
Rift under Israeli sovereignty; (3) opposing the colonization of the
mountainous region, which constituted the heartland of the West Bank and in
which is concentrated the majority of the Arab population; and (4) offering to
negotiate for a peace treaty, in return for the non-colonized areas of the West
Bank.‖123

According to this plan, fifteen agricultural village settlements were established along
the Jordan River, twenty in the Golan Heights and five in the Sinai Desert.124 In this
territory, the mountain peaks and hilltops of the Jordan Valley were the first areas
under planning and therefore, were declared and registered by Israel as state land.125
Almost fifty percent of the West Bank was seized by the Israeli government on false
pretence. While this land was held for the purpose of settlement development and
boundary expansion, Israel declared that some of this land was seized for military
needs and security. The other reason for this decision was that the land was already
abandoned property. Furthermore, Israel gave itself the right to expropriate land from
private owners for public use. The private owners were unable to object because of
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insufficient information and lack of knowledge.126 The main objective of these
settlements was political: annexing land to the state of Israel. According to Don Will,
these settlement belts were aimed to block the Palestinians in Jerusalem from
expansion, physically and physiologically.127 Moreover, they were aimed by the
Labor government to serve as a defensive barrier between Israel and Jordan.128 These
areas, after extensive planning, were firstly settled in small populations. In
accordance with the Allon plan, these settlements should be ―camouflaged as
military strong points‖. In reality, these so-called military posts were ideological
small settlements embodied by a civilian population. The first settlements in the
Jordan Valley were known as the Kibbutz and Moshav.129 They were a type of
cooperative settlements which relied on agriculture. In addition to these settlements,
several paramilitary outposts were also built for security. As stated by Weizman, the
Jordan Valley ―was conceived as a hybrid military/civilian defensive zone‖.130 This
was a strategy used to spread around as many settlements as possible in order to grab
maximum land possible. In this way, the Israelis could expand the country‘s national
borders before any permanent peace settlement with the Arabs in the future.131
Backmann states that these settlements would ensure a Jewish presence and finally
lead to the annexation of this region to the state of Israel.132 This projection
continued in small scale compounds until the political turnabout of 1977 when Likud
126
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replaced Labor.133 The settlement project for the Judea in the Southern West Bank
was initiated by the ministerial committee on Hebron in 1970. This new settlement
called Kiryat Arba was fully approved by the Labor government and built on
confiscated land. It was managed by the Israeli military as the lands were
expropriated on the premises intended for military use.134 According to Middle East
resources, approximately 1500 settlers now reside in the occupied territories.135
2.1.3 International Law Dimensions
Overall, it is generally affirmed that both Eshkol and Meir were in favor of the land
for peace initiative and against annexation. On the other hand, according to a United
Nations General Assembly Resolution 2546 of December 11th 1969 and reports
delivered by the Special Committee in 1971, Israel had managed to practice
collective and area punishment, the destruction of homes and the deportation of the
inhabitants living in the occupied territories. The committee reported that
―Ministerial Committee for Settlement of the Territories…showed, beyond doubt,
that it is the policy of the Government of Israel to settle the territories occupied as a
result of the hostilities of June 1967‖, ―39 settlements had been established in the
occupied territories since the June 1967 hostilities‖, ―Of these 39 settlements, 20
were permanent civilian settlements and the other 19 were army outposts, 6 of which
had subsequently been declared civilian settlements.‖ Furthermore, the Israeli
government reported that these illegal settlements were established for historical
rights of the Jewish people.136 In light of these reports, it is hard to believe that Labor
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had a much different policy then the later Likud government run by Menachem
Begin. Shlaim states that, Israel was not exploring the prospects of peace but in fact
creating ‗facts on the ground‘ by exercising policies of creeping annexation.137 In
this short period of time, Israel had violated Geneva Convention relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949 and the provisions
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. In addition to these, it had breached
the Security Council resolutions 2252 (ES-V) of 4 July 1967, 2443 (XXIII) and 2452
(XXIII) of 19 December 1968, 237 of 14 June 1967, 259 (1968) of 27 September
1968, furthermore, Commission on Human Rights resolutions 6 (XXIV) of 27
February 1968 and 6 (XXV) of 4 March 1969.138 These allegations, reports and
violation of resolutions certainly produce enough facts to illustrate Israel‘s attitude
towards the Palestinians and also the Arab world.
2.1.4 Arab Reaction – 1973 Arab-Israeli War
As for the reaction towards this Israeli deceptive policy and the government‘s
reluctance to find a long-term solution for all the occupied territories, including Sinai
and the Golan Heights, Syria and Egypt initiated a new war known by the Israelis as
the Yom Kippur, an offensive made during the Jewish holiday. Prior to the War, both
Egypt and Jordan, two countries at odds with each other during that period, were
urging for a settlement with Israel. King Hussein was not prepared to face another
Black September or risk Egypt reaching an accord with Israel without Jordan.139 He
wanted a settlement that would solve his own Palestinian problem. Moreover, he
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wished to improve his image in the Arab world after the Black September events.
According to Nevo, his federal plan was not only rejected by Israel, but by the PLO
and the Arab states as well.140 Sadat‘s peace-initiative in 1971 was turned down by
the Israeli government due to security reasons. This initiative suggested a partial
withdrawal of the Israeli army from the Sinai for the reopening of the Suez Canal. 141
As a result, both King Hussein‘s federal plan and Anwar Sadat‘s proposals were
rejected by Israel. This stubbornness forced Sadat to turn to war as the only option to
regain his territories by forcing Israel to the negotiating table. 142 On the other hand,
Israel‘s policy was to wear out its opponents until all the surrounding parties
involved settled the matter under its terms.143 When all diplomatic efforts finally
failed, Egypt declared war in 1973. According to Shlaim, the Arabs initiated this
attack in expectation of unlocking the stalemate and reaching a negotiation with
Israel. Additionally they aimed to ―provoke and international crisis‖.144 But Egypt‘s
main priority during this war was liberating the Sinai, Palestinian rights came
second. Among other reasons were improving the economy and advancing
diplomatic relations with the United States, Israel‘s closest ally. By improving ties
with the US, Egypt hoped to influence it to apply pressure on Israel for a
settlement.145
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2.2 Labor Administration: The Rabin Period (1974-1977) and the
Rise of Gush Emunim
2.2.1 Rabin’s Settlement Policy
After the Yom Kippur War in October 1973, UNSCR 338 was passed the same
month. According to T.G. Fraser, ―this resolution sought to end hostilities in the war
and resume negotiations based on Resolution 242‖.146 Many political changes in
Israel would take place during this period. The 1973 War forced Israel to change its
settlement policy. According to Inbar, there was a new emphasis on security.
Settlements in the Golan region turned out to be a liability for the state as they were
unable to hold defense against Arab attacks. Although settlements were viewed by
the state as necessity for national security, they proved otherwise during this war.
From this point on, the civilians living in these settlements were to be trained for any
type of military intervention.147 Clearly this change in policy proved that Israel‘s
previous policies had failed. This was also the same year in which the Likud party
was formed and run by Menachem Begin.148 Soon at the Geneva Peace Conference
in December, 1973, Israel considered the option of land for peace and supported the
UNSCR 338.149 The new quest for peace in the Middle East was intense and created
a dead-lock in Israeli policy. Golda Meir exhausted from political clashes within the
government and disputed within the Knesset over which territories to with-draw
from, resigned and was succeeded by Yithak Rabin.150
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During peace talks following the Geneva Conference, the US was pushing Israel to
reach an agreement concerning the West Bank and Gaza Strip with King Hussein of
Jordan, Yasser Arafat was growing in popularity among the Palestinian people. If
Rabin could not reach a deal with King Hussein soon, he might have to negotiate
with Arafat in the future, who was viewed as a terrorist. Negotiations with Jordan
failed as Israel refused to return any part of the West Bank. It can be asserted that the
West Bank territories are a whole different story for the Israeli government when it
came to land compromise. According to Shlaim, a disengagement agreement with
Jordan was not possible because Rabin‘s hands were tied and he feared his
government might collapse. Finally in October 1974, a unanimous resolution was
passed in the Rabat Summit where the PLO was declared ―the sole legitimate
representative of the Palestinian people."151 According to Ross, King Hussein was
frustrated by the Summits‘ decision and was ready to hand over the West Bank‘s
responsibility to Arafat. Moreover, ―until the late 1980s, the King continued to
harbor hopes that at some point he might regain responsibility for the West
Bank…‖152 Smith states that this summit was followed a month later with an
international recognition of the PLO by the United Nations General Assembly, where
the organization was granted observer status in the U.N.153 These two important
events took Jordan as a negotiator out of the political picture. Since 1964, the PLO
has been the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people. Its policy on
Israel and the Zionist movement was made clear in the Palestinian National
Charter.154 The official Israeli position on the PLO is that it was a terrorist
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organization that was committed to the destruction of Israel 155, and therefore refused
to talk to any members of this organization. The PLO has been waging terrorist
attacks on Israel since the late 1960s which negatively affected Israel‘s security
issues.156 It was until 1974 when the PLO decided to shift from an armed struggle to
a more diplomatic approach, yet refused to renounce terrorism and would continue
with acts of liberation.157 The external threat was later handled by Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon when Israel invaded Lebanon to destroy the PLO as an act of selfdefense. The plan was not only to stop these attacks by forcing the PLO out of
Lebanon, but to force Palestinians in the occupied territories into submission.158
Concurrent to these developments, Israel‘s settlement policy in the West Bank
continued as planned which was clearly a preparation period for future annexation.
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2.2.2 The Rise of Gush Emunim
The decision of land exchange for peace by the Labor government not only created
great response within the government, but also among the Jewish public.159 Many
citizens decided to take an approach unfavorable to the Labor government: ―actual
physical settlement in the territory‖.160 As a reaction to the war and Israel‘s
acceptance of UNSCR 338 a group of people formed the Gush Emunim movement.
This movement was founded in 1974 by Israeli settlers who claimed a divine Jewish
right to the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. It was a radical descendant of the National
Religious Party which played a significant role in settlement expansion.161 Any kind
of peace agreement with the neighboring states and sharing a land with the
Palestinian inhabitants meant nothing to this group. Their philosophy was based on
the Torah in which the land was chosen before the people.162 Yael Yishai affirms that
Allon attacked this movement and claimed that it was ―a political movement of false
messiahs‖. While in 1967 Allon dictated that Gaza would be annexed to Israel, he
now was more realistic and supported the idea of ‗land for peace‘ deal. Moreover,
the only areas Allon was not willing to compromise were the ones essential for the
security of Israel.163 But this did not change the fact that his plan violated
international law. According to Masalha, for Gush Emunim, the West Bank was
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called Judea and Samaria, and moreover was the heart of their nation.164 This group‘s
objective was a permanent settlement plan in the densely Arab-populated areas,
which was in contrast to the Allon Plan.165 The importance of mentioning this
movement is the fact that it had a major influence on the Likud government‘s
decisions on settlements and territories after 1977. In addition to this, this movement
contributed to the fall of Rabin‘s Labor government. With the support of Shimon
Peres and military leaders, Gush Emunim succeeded in weakening the Labor party
and imposing its ideas on the government for future settlements.166

The 1973 Arab-Israeli war had a very negative effect on the Golda Meir government
as well as on Yitzhak Rabin‘s. The Israeli public resented the way the government
mishandled its military capabilities in the war which resulted in many casualties.
Additionally, charges of corruption within the government reached public
knowledge. Rabin resigned in 1977 and proposed Shimon Peres as his replacement.
Because of the events in the early 1970s, Labor Party lost credibility and Likud won
the elections on May 17th, 1977.167 Despite political changes, Backmann affirms that
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over a ten year period of Labor government, Israel has managed to build thirty-six
illegal settlements.168

One of the most significant illegal settlements built by Gush Emunim in the West
Bank was Ofra. After the establishment of the Etzion Bloc in Judea by the Labor
government, Samaria was the next target for colonization. This was the first
settlement built on the Samarian ridge which was densely populated by Palestinians.
The difference between the two settlements is that, Ofra was built under false
pretexts against the government‘s plans.169 Moreover, it was built outside the
boundaries of the Allon plan. The IDF seized the land for defensive reasons and
began the construction of an army camp. The Gush movement succeeded in forming
a work group which was employed by the army. Normally no one but the army was
allowed to stay in these areas at night but the work group managed to move in. This
group was granted permission by Minister of Defense Shimon Peres to form a camp
as long as it was under the status of a ―work camp‖. Although Peres openly refused
to take any responsibility for this illegal settlement, he later pushed for its
recognition.170 The group later exploited the Labor government‘s good intentions. As
soon as Likud was voted as the new ruling government, Begin officially recognized
the Settlement. With this recognition, Ofra became protected by the local Israeli law.
Soon after, it was registered as a cooperative society where it could make its own
rules. Not anyone could move into this settlement and become a member unless he or
she shared the same ideologies.171 The settlement of Kaddum was also another
example of an army camp turned civilian settlement. Just like Ofra, it was initiated
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under false pretences. The government called these settlement ‗attempted settlement
illegal‘. But instead of moving them, the Israeli government warned they could only
stay until a suitable location outside Samaria could be attained. This never happened.
Instead, the settlers were provided running water and electricity.172

According to Nir Shalev, the settlement of Ofra breaches a number of international
and local laws.173 This simple example of how an illegally built settlement can turn
into a government protected and serviced area is more than enough to demonstrate
the colonization plan since 1967, although for international consumption, at least
Labor portrayed itself as willing to make concessions in return for peace treaties. The
land Ofra was built on does not fit in the frame of ‗land expropriated for public
purposes‘. Israel‘s official position was that ―it is permissible to expropriate
privately-owned Palestinian land – after an Israeli settlement has already been built –
in order to pave roads for settlers or to establish other public facilities‖. 174 The fact
remains that this land was and still is registered to Palestinians. Elisha Efrat states
that the Labor government was against these illegal posts but on the other hand did
not remove them. Apart from Ofra and Kaddum, Gush Emunim had established
Shilo and Kefar Qadumim in the West Bank by 1974.175 These three settlements
were the perfect example of how the Palestinian landowners were restricted from
exercising their ownership rights; the right to access the land, gain a living from their
land and building rights.176 Besides the illegality of these settlements, it can be
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argued that the government‘s policies were careless in respect to its Arab neighbors
and the current issue of demographics.177 These settlements were inhabited by people
with deep religious beliefs that the land belonged to their ancestors and therefore was
rightfully theirs. Their presence there was more symbolic than a twist of faith and
furthermore was to become an integral part of Likud‘s annexation strategy. Common
sense dictates that Labor‘s approach and insistence on a temporary ownership of the
West Bank was in its best interest for reaching a peace agreement with Jordan.
Besides peace, there were also the issues of 1.2 million Palestinians residing in these
territories which upon annexation would become a part of the Jewish state. This was
unacceptable to the Labor party, especially if it intended to maintain the Jewishness
of the state.
2.2.3 Palestinian Reaction during the Labor Government (1967-1977)
Even though it is mentioned by many authors that the Palestinians living in the
occupied territories during the past decade were submissive, this claim is untrue. The
Palestinians had been trying to become mobilized politically and socially since the
British Mandate. After the 1967 War, the Palestinian people in the West Bank,
especially the well-known families that had an influence in the territories, were
patiently waiting for an outside involvement to settle the issue of the occupied
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territories.178 In addition to this, the military government put restrictions on any
political demonstrations and nationalist ideas in order to keep the ‗Jordanian
Option‘179 open. If Labor was hoping to reach a deal with King Hussein regarding
the occupied territories, then any internal nationalistic activity could jeopardize
negotiations. In addition to this, Israel used this option and kept open dialogue with
the King in order to push out PLO involvement.180 All three parties, PLO, Israel and
Jordan were wrestling for leadership over the West Bank and were after their own
personal interests. Israel‘s military policy of administrative detention and deportation
was exercised to prevent any internal political movement. The PLO authorized
internal bodies to control and dismantle any opponents while Jordan used it
economic and political spheres to look after its interests.181
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Fatah182, Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP)183 and Democratic
Front for the Liberation of Palestine184 (DFLP) were the three most influential and
militarily active groups after the Six-Day War in the West Bank. These three guerilla
groups were involved in external as well as internal attacks and had set up networks
in the occupied territories. According to Sayigh, by 1968, the main guerilla groups
had established special committees to manage internal covert operations.185 They
first were targeting military targets, but in 1968 they decided to change tactics and
target Israeli civilians as well, especially the Jewish settlers. In justification of their
actions, Fatah argued that it only distinctly was attacking the Zionist aspiration and
aimed to scare Jewish immigrants.186 Furthermore, this was a counter attack against
the IDF targeting Palestinian civilians; it was a reaction to Israel‘s tactics of driving
the Arab population out of their homeland by oppression and force. Lack of
organization, poor planning, security problems, exposure and internal rivalries
caused these groups to fail in maintaining civil disobedience. Additionally, the IDF
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and intelligence managed to crush these groups through military clashes, arrests and
deportation.

The Eshkol-Meir Period was a time when Israel went to great measures to avoid the
formation of any internal political arena. These measures were taken by town arrest
and deportation of social leaders.187 It was also a period of extensive guerilla attacks
on Israeli civilians which was a nightmare for the Israeli government. 188 According
to Mattar, even though Israel had advanced military superiority in the occupied
territories and the region, these guerilla groups posed a serious threat to its national
security.189 According to Milton-Edwards, ―after Arafat was kicked out of Jordan by
King Hussein after ‗Black September‘190, the PFLP and DFLP continued their armed
resistance and encouraged the civilian communities in the West Bank and Gaza Strip
to continue their struggle for their homeland‖.191 Violent protests against Israel were
not in King Hussein‘s best interest and were damaging to his plans and interests for
the West Bank.192 Following the famous victory in Karameh, thousands of volunteers
were influenced to join the fight of liberating Palestine from the occupiers. These
volunteers were mostly residents from refugee camps who were kicked out of their
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lands and had lost their homes to Jewish immigrants.193 They were people with
nothing to lose and hope of returning to their homes some day. On the other hand,
Milton-Edwards affirms that there were Palestinians that prospered from Israel‘s
economic program that were not interested in joining the fight. 194 This temporary
prosperity caused some Palestinians to neglect the big picture of how Israel‘s
economic and settlement plans were a part its creeping annexation policy.

During Labor‘s second period and following the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, the
Palestinian elite living in the West Bank formed a political program called the
Palestinian National Front. This front was formed as a result of the war in 1973 and
lasted until 1977. According to Sahliyeh, ―the aim of this front was the unification of
all existing political groups and forces in the occupied territories against Israel‖.195
This group of elites was against any Jordanian option and felt it was necessary to
form some kind of entity within the territories to deal with daily life problems under
the occupation, especially after the previous guerilla type groups had failed to defeat
the Zionist occupier. In order to achieve its objectives, the PNF refrained from armed
struggle. Instead it took diplomatic steps and passive resistance to reach its goals. In
addition to taking care of daily problems, the program was also involved in spreading
national aspiration and organizing demonstrations, strikes, boycotts and sit-ins in
protest of Israel‘s settlement policy and economic control. In addition to this, the
front organized protest against Israel‘s illegal actions; house demolishing,
deportation, land confiscation and unaccounted arrests. By 1975, PNF managed to
organize civil disobedience in protest of the Allon Plan and Shimon Peres‘ Civil
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Administration Plan.196 This Civil Administration Plan was about allowing
Palestinians in the West Bank to have control on their civil affairs, but not on
security, economy or foreign policy.197 Jordan was also to play a role in this plan
which the PNF was against. It supported a realistic approach to the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict; a two-state solution. It repeatedly urged the PLO to refrain from the idea of
liberating the whole of Palestine and to accept a Palestinian state in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip. Furthermore, it pushed for a ―Pan-Arabism solution to the
Palestinian Question‖.198 In return, the PNF would strengthen the political legitimacy
of the PLO in the occupied territories. PNF‘s objectives and approach were fully
supported by the PLO. Out of fear of it becoming a rival in the occupied territories,
the PLO turned against the PNF and caused it to collapse. But the real reason for its
dismantling in 1977 was the deportation of eight of its leaders and hundreds of arrest
of members by the IDF due to security reasons.199 According to Hasso, most of the
organization and committees formed in the 1970s collapsed because of continuous
disagreements and competing ideologies which made them an easy target for the
Israeli government. Another example of a failed organization was the National
Guidance Committee (NGC-II) created in 1979 by Palestinians in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip as a reaction to Camp David Accords which was declared illegal and
crippled by the IDF within a year.200 The political activity in the occupied territories
during this period was mostly limited to passive demonstrations organized by elites
and isolated violent attacks by guerilla groups. Judging from the settlement
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expansion activity, it seems that anti-Israel movement in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip had less than minor effects on Israel‘s ambitions. It can be argued that unlike
the Zionists, the lack of unity among the Palestinian notables in the past cost the
Palestinians an Arab state and served the Zionists in reaching their national goals.201
This factional unity once again played a role in weakening the Palestinian Question
and strengthening the Israeli forces. Each time the Palestinians failed to unite, the
Israeli bought more time for settlement expansion.

2.3 Likud Administration: The Begin Period (1977-1981)
2.3.1 Begin’s Settlement Policy
After the ideological oriented party of Likud came in power and Menachem Begin
won the elections in 1977, the settlement issue became even more proactive than
ever. This was a party which was more hawkish in comparison to Labor. Likud
supported annexation and made future peace talks literally impossible. It financially
supported the settlement policy without hesitation or taking any account of the
future.202 According to Ilan Pappe, the expulsion policy that started by Labor in 1967
was made official when Likud came to power in 1977. Besides the settlement plan,
decreasing the number of Palestinians in the occupied territories was another
important scheme to be implemented parallel to the settlement plan.203

Although the economic control over the population in the occupied territories
continued, there was a shift in political command. In territories were security is not
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vital, the Likud government decided to relax its emphasis and let the Arabs govern
their own people, in regards to social, medical and economic issues. The so-called
autonomy plan was applied by Begin until a solution that would not undermine the
security of Israel could be found. In contrast to the minimalist Labor in regard to the
settlement plans, Likud has a maximalist approach.204 While they both embraced
expansion, Likud‘s ideology is ―Great Israel‖ which directly meant the West Bank
was a part of Israel. The party‘s view on the settlements was more explicit in
declaring the West Bank to be part of Israel. 205 According to Likud, Jordan had no
claim over the territory and Palestinians had no right to self-determination.206
According to Masalha, Begin‘s plans were based on biblical ideologies. He was an
admirer and follower of Ze'ev Jabotinsky and his mission as a leader of the Israeli
people was to achieve Zionist goals with a strong army.207 Ze'ev Jabotinsky was the
founder and leader of Revisionist Zionism during the 1910s. He argued that in order
for the Jews to survive, they should have their own national home in Palestine by
forcefully taking over the land with military power. Revisionist Zionists claimed the
entire Mandate of Palestine, not only the western portion, as part of the Jewish state.

The coming to power of the coalition Likud government dominated by the Herut
movement resulted in special attention being focused on the issue of Israeli
settlements in the occupied areas and security. According to Ilan Pappe, Likud
openly supported the Gush Emunim settlement movement and have called for the
realization of ―Eretz Israel‖.208 When Menachem Begin was elected prime minister
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of Israel, he made it known that he was in favor an expansion of the Israeli
settlements and opposed territorial compromise.209 According to Newman, the policy
of the new administration was to speed up settlement activity in the West Bank.210 Its
top priority was to annex the West Bank and eliminate PLO. This resulted in
accelerated and intensified settlement construction reaching 102 compounds in the
new territories in a period under five years.211 With Begin‘s unlimited backing, Gush
Emunim became a mainstream movement.212 As his first gesture, he legalized three
unofficial settlements built by Gush Emunim. US President Jimmy Carter stated that
―Begin publicly recognized some of the West Bank settlements as permanent…‖213
Begin perceived the Arab hostility as an extension of anti-Semitism. This was a
major feature of the new prime minister‘s foreign policy. As for internal affairs, the
basic guidelines of his government were ―the Jewish people have an unchangeable,
eternal, historical right to the Land of Israel…‖214 He, as Prime Minister, pledged to
build rural and urban settlements on this land. According to Shlaim, Begin stated that
―Israel will not transfer Judea, Samaria…because of historical rights to these
lands…and the need of our national security…‖215 His ideological belief became
physically visible as the focus of settlement building shifted to the West Bank. 216 In
reaction to this policy, later that year, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution
declaring that the settlements "have no legal validity and constitute a serious
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obstruction" to Middle East peace efforts.217 But the UN‘s Resolution was
disregarded by the Likud government.
By the fully pledged support of the Likud government to expansionism, the Yishuv
Kehillati concept designed by Israeli planner Uzi Gdor was formally recognized.
This concept was a non-traditional settlement in comparison to the Kibutz and was
formulated by the Gush movement towards the end of 1975. Contrast to working
locally in agriculture, the settlers would be allowed to establish their own enterprise
by renting land from the government or commute to work in the cities.218 This
concept was rejected by Labor because it could detach the settler from the area.

One of the biggest supporters to the Gush Emunim movement was former general
Ariel Sharon. In 1976, Sharon left Likud and joined the Labor government as a
special advisor to Rabin.219 On 29th Sep 1977 Ariel Sharon was assigned as Minister
of Agriculture and Minister responsible for settlement.220 According to Ariel Sharon,
the settlements were not an obstacle to peace. He stated in one of his interviews in
1977 that these settlement expansion plans enhanced the possibility of peace with the
Arabs in the future. Sharon stated in an interview with Maariv in 1977 that ―It is not
our intention to plunder areas from the Arabs, but to create security cordons that will
give us and our children and the Jews of the world security and allow us to live. This
certainly enhances the prospects of peace; offers new opportunities of coexistence
between Jews and Arabs and creates a situation of peace between the two peoples
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".221 Moreover, Sharon stated that "We shall continue to settle; this is a continuous
process that must be achieved. Anyone who thinks that this government is going to
withdraw from the West Bank is suffering a delusion."222 He stressed that Judea and
Samaria are not occupied for security but for historical reasons. According to Sharon:
―One night in 1977, 12 core members of Gush Emunim settled in Judea-Samaria, near the
military bases, marking the start of the great settlement movement and the beginning of the
Jewish repopulation of the territories. I had the immense honor from 1977, in my functions as
president of the ministerial committee on population and as defense minister, of establishing
230 settlements in Galilee, the Negev, the Golan Heights, Judea-Samaria, the Jordan valley
and the Gaza Strip. In fact, Israel is waiting for new Jewish arrivals. We must encourage
aliyah and make it our number one priority.‖ 223

2.3.2 Drobless Plan and Sharon Plan (see Map 4)
During this period, two plans were drafted as a two-part settlement policy by two
Israeli key figures. These plans represented Israel‘s settlement expansion scheme.
One was prepared in 1977 and published in 1978 by Matitiyahu Drobless (Head of
the World Zionist Organization‘s Settlement Division). This was known as the
Drobless Plan and was very relative to the Gush Emunim movement plans. The
objective of this plan was to build settlements on high grounds so as to provide
internal and external security for Israel. His opinion was to preserve Judea and
Samaria by rapid development of settlement in the region. According to the
Drobless:
The civilian presence of Jewish communities is vital for the security of the state… There
must not be the slightest doubt regarding our intention to hold the areas of Judea and Samaria
for ever… The best and most effective way to remove any shred of doubt regarding our
intention to hold Judea and Samaria forever is a rapid settlement drive in these areas. 224
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The other one was the Sharon Plan, prepared and presented by Ariel Sharon
(Minister of Agriculture). According to Yehezkel Lein, ―Sharon recommended the
establishment of settlements in areas as means of promoting annexation‖.225 These
two plans, together with the Allon Plan, were later used as ingredients/components in
the Israeli government‘s 1983 ―Master Plan‖, which was designed to accommodate
eighty thousand new citizens within twenty years.226 Israel‘s settlement policy during
1977-1981 was different than the one before and was based on these two principles.
It was no longer about placing tiny settlements and outposts on hill tops but about
suburban and urban settlements directly connected to Jerusalem and Tel Aviv by
high-ways. Annexation was no longer creeping but moving ahead. The government
was looking to attract Israelis in search of an affordable but at the same time better
quality of life. According to Rema Hammami, the government‘s objective was to
―empower the settlements as centers of governance and therefore long-term planning
and growth…‖227 According to Finkelstein, Prime Minister Begin was very
supportive of creating facts on the grounds. The city of Jerusalem was also on
Sharon‘s agenda. Sharon began putting up settlements around the city which he
claimed were necessary for security reasons.228 This plan of building towns and
settlements all around the West Bank, and roads that directly connect them to Israel
was clearly the extension of the expansion plan which jeopardizes any future peace
talks.
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2.3.3 U.S. Involvement – Camp David I
Since 1967 and until Ronald Reagan was elected president, it was always implied by
the US governments that the settlements conflicted with their policy and the Geneva
Convention. The U.S. policy in the 1970s was: ―Israeli settlements in the West Bank
and Gaza were illegal and obstacles to peace. 229 Carter was committed to Israel
withdrawal on all fronts to the 1967 line. According to Shlaim, Carter was the first
president to give the Palestinians support for a homeland.230 The American attitude to
legalizing the settlements was completely negative. In an interview during his years
as president, Jimmy Carter stated that he made it clear to Israeli Prime Minister
Begin, on several occasions in the United Nations and other places that ―Washington
was against these settlements‖; ―I let Mr. Begin know very clearly that our
Government policy, before I became President and now, is that these settlements are
illegal‖.231 Carter repeatedly expressed that the ―United States‘ position on
settlements in the occupied territory has been that they are illegal..."232

Before his term was over, President Carter took serious measures to resolve the issue
of the occupied territories and other problems in the Middle East. He invited both
Begin and Sadat to Camp David in 1978. The summit took place between 5th to 17th
September. There were two accords signed, the first one dealing with the Palestinian
problem and the second dealing with the Sinai. According to the former framework,
both parties would honor UNSCR 242 and 338. The first stage was establishing a
self-governing authority in the West Bank and Gaza. The second section mentions
229
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the withdrawal of the Israeli army from the occupied territories except for specific
security locations. Finally, in a period not exceeding five years, negotiations between
Israel, Egypt, Jordan and the self-governing authority would take place to determine
the final status of the West Bank and Gaza.233 However, David Newman states that
the settlements cause a serious problem in the final status of the West Bank.234
According to Finkelstein, the negotiations almost fell apart because of the settlement
expansion issue. Israel simply stated that these were not new but actually extensions
of the existing ones and a part of a natural growth.235 In addition to the granting of
full autonomy by the Israeli government to the people living in the occupied
territories, the Israeli military and civilian forces would withdrawal from the West
Bank and Gaza.236 Israel had a different interpretation of the accords in respect to
autonomy in the West Bank and Gaza. The autonomy talks almost lead to the failure
of the entire peace-process when Dayan and Weizman stepped in. They formulated a
new approach to save the accords by playing with words in regards to the issue.237
According to the accords, the Israeli government would provide ―full autonomy to
the inhabitants‖, not the territories, which meant a different thing, whereas President
Sadat‘s view was self-determination for the Palestinians and a future Palestinian state
independent of the Jewish state. Nordquist states that Israel also had a differing
understanding of the accords regarding East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights.238
Against all odds the Accords were signed on the 17th of September. The territories,
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except for Sinai, remain under occupation until today. According to Nixon, President
Sadat especially agreed to sign the Accord on the condition that Israel withdraws
from Gaza and the West Bank in a transitional period not to exceed five years. The
entire process should have concluded in 1984 but nothing has happened.239 The
peace process ended with the Lebanon War in 1982. Furthermore, the settlement
expansion activities brought on three more resolution by the United Nations: UNSCR
446 in 1979, 452 in 1979 and 465 in 1980, all concerning the illegality of the
settlements on Arab territories occupied by Israel in 1967.240 The importance of this
agreement is the fact that it would become the model for future Palestinian-Israeli
negotiations.

The peace agreement signed between Egypt and Israel had its consequences. Joffe
states that Sadat's actions caused Egypt to be boycotted by the Arab League for
leaving the Palestinian issue unresolved, but in fact, this could have been the only
approach to be able to reach any result for normalizing relations between the two
countries.241 According to Ross, this reaction faded out in the mid-80s and Arabs
realized that they needed to consider a diplomatic approach which would produce
real results.242 Sadat's drastic approach may be difficult to swallow but in fact direct
negotiations proved to be useful for the Israelis. On the other hand, Joffe confirms
that the main reason Israel was anxious to sign a deal with Egypt was to eliminate it
from the equation of the future events, also known as ―Operation Peace for Galilee‖
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in 1982.243

2.4 The New Begin Administration (1981-1985) and the ‘Master
Plan’ for the West Bank
2.4.1 Begin’s Enhanced Settlement Policy
Since 1981, the Begin government had been preparing the practical annexation of the
West Bank and Gaza by a double strategy of uprooting all expressions of Palestinian
national resistance to occupation. When Reagan became the new president of the US,
Likud annexed the Golan Heights and increased settlement building in the West
Bank and Gaza.244 Moreover, Israel simultaneously moved the maximum number of
Jews across the "green line" in order to deprive the autonomy concept of any content.
This policy was built on a hawkish trend in Israeli public opinion and had been
passively supported by Washington. During these years, Israel continued to face
internal and external security threats by the PLO. As previously mentioned by
Quigley, the PLO camps located throughout Lebanon were involved with terrorist
attacks on Israel and compromising its security issues.245 This external threat was
dealt with by Minister of Defense at the time Ariel Sharon in June 1982 in the
Lebanon War, also known as ―Operation Peace for Galilee‖.246 It was Sharon‘s plan
to destroy the PLO so that Palestinian nationalism would evaporate and the West
Bank would be absorbed into the Israeli borders.247 In addition to this, there were the
PLO‘s internal representatives, known as the ―PLO mayors‖ which were elected in
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1976 municipal elections during Labor‘s second period. According to Sahliyeh,
unlike the previous pro-Jordanian mayors, these representatives were given advance
approval by the PLO and furthermore, were selected to strengthen the role of the
organization in the occupied territories. They advocated Palestinian nationalism and
had strong attachments to the PLO. The mayors petitioned for the end of Israeli
occupation and for the formation of a Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. 248 Fully aware of their actions and in aim of preventing this escalation, in 1980
the Begin government arrested and deported these ‗pro-PLO‘ mayors, which
according to Hammami was known as the ―First Iron Fist‖ policy. 249 According to
the UN reports, the Mayors of Hebron and Halhoul and of the Sharia Judge of
Hebron were deported by the Israeli government and there were assassination
attempts against the Mayors of Nablus, Ramallah and Al Bireh by armed Jewish
settlers. These actions were condemned by the International community, and UN
Security Council passed two resolutions regarding this matter.250 Moreover, in 1981,
when local political bodies established a new institution called the Committee of
Guidance, members of this institution were quickly arrested under the orders of
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon.251 That same year, Ariel Sharon devised a ‗Village
League Plan‘ and formed a new agency in the West Bank headed by Menachem
Milson.252 This idea was inspired by the ‗The Farmers Party‘ back in 1924. This new
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attempt would be known as the Civil Administration and Palestinian Village
Leagues, again formed as a strategy to pacify and control the Palestinian population
in the occupied territories.253 These new agents consisted of pro-Jordanian
Palestinians especially chosen to keep the PLO influence from internally
spreading.254 The aim of this new alignment backed by Likud was to hit two birds
with one stone; undermine any political aspiration in the occupied territories and
eliminate PLO influence.255 According to Cohen, this plan would prevent the PLO
from having any power in the West Bank. Once this was made possible the local
bodies would be encouraged to act on their own self-determination and fully
cooperate with the Israeli government. This would be a kind of partnership between
the government and the people that involves Palestinian pacification and full Israeli
domination. This self-determination would give the Palestinians an illusion of
autonomy. This would also be another failed policy for Sharon. It failed because the
influence of the PLO thus the Palestinian identity was already wide spread in the
occupied territories. The Village league did cooperate at first but soon after, the
leaders diverged to politics as local political representatives of the West Bank. Their
approach was building peace with Israel and saving what was left of the West Bank
before it was completely annexed. 256

Until the year of the Intifada, the civilian population in the occupied territories was
brutalized by different tactics by the Israeli government. All types of measure were
253
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taken by the military government against PLO supporters residing in the occupied
territories. According to Cohen, all councils formed to oppose the peace proposals
under the basis of autonomy were banned, Mayors organizing demonstrations were
dismissed, Universities were closed and lecturers were fired, and newspapers were
shut down.257 Houses were demolished, curfews were imposed and any kind of
public demonstration was prohibited.258 Smith states that even the settlers were
encouraged by the military forces to commit acts of violence against the
Palestinians.259 All these physical and mental pressures were inflicted on the
Palestinians in order to crush their nationalistic ambitions and national identity. They
could either accept the facts on the ground or leave, something which politicians
such as Sharon, Begin and Shamir had hoped for.
2.4.2 The Master Plan
During the first half of the 1980s Israel experienced an economic crisis due to high
and volatile rates of inflation. According to Ronald E. Ringer, it was the settlement
expansion that contributed to this rising inflation. The settlements required security
which in return demanded high military spending.260 But this did not stop the Likud
administration from over spending (44% of the total budget) for settlement activities.
According to Ian Lustick, Israel spent billions of dollars on settlements and
infrastructure.261 Moreover in 1983, the Ministry of Agriculture and the WZO
devised at a new project called ―The Master Plan‖ or ―The Hundred Thousand Plan‖
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aimed to house 80000 new Israeli citizens by 1986.262 According to Quigley, this was
a plan to annex the West Bank into Israel. Building settlements was a way to achieve
the incorporation of land into the national system.263 That same year, Menachem
Begin, announced he is leaving office and retiring from political life due to medical
reasons. His post was replaced by Yithak Shamir. He and Begin were both disciples
of Ze‘ev Jabotinsky that shared the same ideologies. They also shared a history of
violence in the 1940s.264 The same Israeli policies continued: no bargaining and
compromise, no retreat from any territory. In fact, Shamir‘s idea of Jewish State
included the Golan Heights and Sinai.265 According to Finkelstein, this was the
period of Ethiopian and Soviet Jewish emigration which fit perfectly with Sharon‘s
Master Plan. These emigrants were faced with severe housing shortage due to
economic recession. They were set up in temporary accommodation while Sharon
lost no time in putting up thousands of apartment units around the West Bank as he
had already planned since 1977.266

By the time Likud completed its second term, the number of settlers in the West
Bank rose from 5000 to 44000. After the elections in 1984 and the formation of the
new coalition government between Likud and Labor, this number reached to
53000.267 During this period Labor and Likud agreed to rule in rotation: 1984-1986
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by Shimon Peres of Labor and 1986-1988 by Yithak Shamir of Likud.268 The only
difference in this period is that the two parties had to compromise and combine the
Allon Plan with the Drobless-Sharon Plan, which meant building and promoting
settlements in the Jordan Valley as well as the central mountain ridge and on the
western slope of the ridge.269 According to Ian Lustick, there was a decrease in the
settlement expansion plan during this during Likud‘s coalition with Labor,
particularly between the years of 1986 and 1990 which later exploded in 1991 due to
Russian Jew immigration.270

Until the mid-1980s, the Drobless-Sharon/Allon Plan had political and economic
control over the entire occupied territories.271 According to a paper briefing by AlHaq, ―approximately 150,000 workers cross daily into Israel in search of work‖.
Furthermore, the Israeli government controlled power grids, telecommunication,
water, health and social services.272 According to Ex-president Carter, the settlement
policy towards the end of the 1987 increased tensions between the Palestinians and
the Israeli government. This strategy of political repression and economic
268
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exploitation of Gaza and the West Bank finally resulted in the outbreak of the first
Intifada in 1987 after 20 years of occupation.273 What started as a non-violent
demonstration as a reaction to Israel‘s complete control over the economy and
violation of Palestinian‘s human rights in the occupied territories, turned into a very
violent conflict between the Yitzhak Rabin and the Palestinian youth.274
2.4.3 Palestinian Reaction during the Likud Administration: The Uprising of
1987
After twenty years of Israeli occupation, the Palestinian civilians, especially the new
youth born after 1967, decided to takes matters into their own hands and fight for
their right to self-determination. According to Ilan Pappe, the Arab countries that did
mention the ‗Palestinian Question‘275 such as Jordan and Egypt, repeatedly failed to
produce any solutions for the occupied territories. Even the PLO was unsuccessful in
reaching any agreement with Jordan or Israel during the Reagan Administration.276
During those years Israel refused to talk to Arafat and the PLO about peace
negotiations because accepting to talk to the PLO would create an atmosphere for
discussing a ‗Palestinian State‘. In regard to forming an independent Palestinian
State under Arafat was rejected by the US as well. According to Smith, during the
1980s, Israel‘s Labor government only accepted to achieve a settlement with Jordan
without Arafat‘s involvement, while Likud completely rejected this concept and
continued its plans of annexation.277 Israel‘s and the United States‘ attitudes put the
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PLO in a very isolated position. Ronald E. Ringer states that King Hussein of Jordan
―renounced his claim to the West Bank‖, which left Israel to be forced to deal with
the PLO.278 This meant that the Israeli government could no longer implement its
Allon plan on the occupied territories and, that this plan needed to be reformulated or
revised. But even in the future Oslo negotiations, the Allon Plan still had a big
influence on the Israeli policy over the 1967 occupied territories. According to
Makdisi, ―the new package by the Israelis, geographically speaking, looked
remarkably like the original‖ and had ―a variation of the same theme‖. 279

Israel‘s twenty years of oppression and Arafat‘s inability to fulfill his promise and
failed leadership angered the civilians under occupation. According to Bregman,
these were the unemployed labors and university graduates, refugees living in
poverty and disgrace, and finally the Islamic militants.280 Chomsky states that the
Israeli government‘s oppressive policies like collective punishment (house
demolishing, expulsion and false arrests) and ―invisible transfers‖ were all part of a
strategy to force the civilians under occupation to submit to a higher power and
accept their destiny.281 A report prepared by Al-Haq argues how the Israeli military
government managed within the past twenty years to intentionally arrest and detain
civilians, demolish and seal their homes, restrict their freedom of movement, close
down their educational institutions, and gain full control over their economic and
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social life.282 In addition to this, the militarized settlers in the territories were allowed
to own weapons for security reasons. These settlers were free to intimidate and in
some cases kill Palestinians. According to the Israeli press, the settlements have large
quantities of illegal arms in which the government is very well aware of. Each
settlement had a defense unit, which carried out attacks on Palestinian civilians in the
area in order to force them to depart from the future Eretz Israel.283 These acts not
only violated the Geneva Convention, but also the provision of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.284 With the alienation by the Reagan Administration
of the Palestinian people, the policies taken against them by Prime Minister Peres
and the PLO's impotency in bringing its people some solution, a Palestinian uprising
broke out.285 There are many explanations to why this uprising suddenly exploded
after twenty years of oppression. As previously mentioned, there was a Palestinian
reaction for years before the intifada. But this was the first time the Palestinians
reaction was not being labeled a terrorist act. This war fought with stones caught the
attention of the local and international media, causing a great change in the
international perspective of the State of Israel.

Ruth argues that the main contributor for the outbreak of the Uprising was Israel‘s
settlement policy.286 This statement is backed by author Norman H. Finkelstein, who
confirms that it was a reaction to the settlements being built on the future Palestinian
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State.287 According to Smith, the reason was the daily harassments, brutal beating
and arrests that caused Intifada in December 1987. The rebellion was triggered by an
ugly car crash incident caused by an Israeli driver, killing four Palestinians in the
event.288 The day of the Palestinian victims‘ funeral quickly lead to a massive
demonstration in Gaza and spread to the West Bank. This ultimately became the
official date of the beginning of the Intifada.289

According to Beitler, this uprising brought the issues of the Palestinians under
occupation to the negotiating table. Here, the IDF was confronted by civilians with
nothing to lose. This uprising was composed of demonstrations, stone throwing at
military vehicles, organized protests and strikes which took Israel and the entire
world by surprise.290 This was the new generation of youngsters born after the 1967
war brought up in an atmosphere of humiliation, poverty and sense of
imprisonment.291 It also included the participation of Palestinian women and
children. Ilan Pappe affirms that this late uprising was the result of Israel‘s policies in
the occupied territories; creeping annexation.292 Furthermore, Beverley MiltonEdwards confirms that the real reason behind this rebellion was the harsh living
conditions and unemployment under the ruling occupation and the objective was to
end this occupation and achieve independence.293 To add more fury to the
Palestinian‘s frustration, on 15 December 1987, Ariel Sharon occupied an apartment
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in the Muslim Quarter in the Old City of Jerusalem.294 The mission of the popular
resistance was to force the IDF from the occupied territories and Ariel Sharon out of
the Moslem Quarter. Additionally the uprising was aimed stop Israel‘s policy on
collective punishment, land expropriation and settlement expansion.295

According to Milton-Edwards, the 1987 Intifada caused a shift of perception in the
West towards the Palestinians. Until that year, they were perceived as terrorists but
now they were acknowledged as victims of Israeli violence. The impact of the
international media played a big role in this296. It also was the reason why King
Hussein of Jordan renounced his claim to the West Bank in 1988.297 According to
Yapp, this historical event by Jordan, gave the Palestinians and the PLO the upper
hand and the Israelis now had no other choice but to deal directly with Arafat.298
King Hussein stated that he ―respected the wish of the PLO for a Palestinian
state‖.299 By the same year, the Palestinians were asking for their own state in the
West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem as its capital. 300 A further important
development was the change of the PLO‘s approach towards Israel in November
1988, were it recognized the Resolutions 242 and 338 and announced its goal in
achieving a Palestinian State within the occupied territories. The declaration of
Independence was perceived by the Palestinians as a great progress and was
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celebrated in the streets with cheers, firecrackers and flag waving.
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state that it was the Intifada that changed the PLO's policy in forcing it to abandon
the idea of liberating the whole of Palestine.302 The U.S. policy since 1975 was
against negotiating with the PLO unless it would revise its charter and renounce
terrorism.303 But with PLO's changing attitude, the United States was now ready to
open dialogue based on the ―land for peace‖ formula. It was obvious from the
beginning of the talks that Israel had a super-power ally and had the higher ground in
all negotiations. The uprising was able to break this political balance which Israel
administered on the Palestinians. According to Quandt, after a long dialogue between
the US and the PLO (Israeli elections in 1988 played a role in these prolonged
dialogues), Arafat finally accepted to renounce violence and the Israel‘s right to exist
as a state. His conditions were approved by Reagan and the US-PLO dialogues were
opened.304 According to Quigley, this move was rewarded by both the Israelis and
the US. Two historical changes in 1988 took place: some members from the Israeli
government met in public with the PNC officials and the US opened dialogue with
the PLO.305 Armstrong states that the uprising caused Israel's future Prime Minister
Rabin to realize that a diplomatic approach should be taken towards the
Palestinians.306 During his days as defense minister he believed that ―Palestinian
national aspirations could no longer be suppressed and there was no military solution
to the intifada‖.307 He was anxious for the intifada to end and ―in return would
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promise full cooperation in seeking a peaceful solution to the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict‖.308 It can be stated that it was the Intifada that brought the Palestinian
question back to the negotiation table. Suleiman states that this rebellion, and later
the Gulf War would both influence the American administration to take a more
active role in the Arab-Israeli conflict.309 According to Eisenberg, this outbreak in
the occupied territories ―reshaped political options in the region‖.310 This change in
policy on all sides did not necessarily lead the Israelis to compromise on all topics,
especially settlement expansion, but nonetheless, it can be stated that it was a first
step to start peace talks. Nevertheless, the future peace-talks were dictated by the
Israeli government and the settlements plans would be pushed out of any negotiation.

Chapter 3

1 CHANGING POLICIES IN THE NEW WORLD
ORDER
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3.1 The Shamir Administration (1989-1991) and the U.S.
Involvement
3.1.1 The Shultz Initiative and the Road to Madrid
The events that took place during the first two years of the intifada shifted the
political balance in the Middle East. The PLO who had for years supported an armed
struggle and the Liberation of all Palestine took a step back and accepted Shultz‘s
conditions. George Shultz, US Secretary of State, was not going to take chances,
especially after his failed plans to include King Hussein in the peace talks after
Jordan‘s relinquished its ties to the West Bank.311 During the PNC meeting in
Algeria in November 1988, the PLO eased up, renounced terrorism and accepted
resolutions 242 and 338. This was also known as the ‗Algiers Declaration‘ or
‗Declaration of Independence‘.312 But the US finally responded to Arafat after a press
conference in December where he clearly declared what Shultz and Reagan wanted
to hear. The US actions

were celebrated but the Palestinians and condemned by

Israel. 313 The US-PLO dialogue ultimately led to the Madrid Conference in 1991.
Soon after a dialogue opened, he requested of Israel to change its policies and put
together a plan for peace talks. According to Carter, 1st March 1989, the newly
elected American president George H. Bush warned against settlement activity.314
After an intense debate in the Knesset, Prime Minister Shamir and Defense Minister
Rabin, although a couple very mistrustful of the PLO and opposed to the peace
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process, formulated a response to America‘s actions and initiated a peace proposal in
April 1989. This proposal consisted of four basic points which were strongly rejected
by Sharon:
Strengthening the peace with Egypt as a regional cornerstone,
Promoting full peaceful relations with the Arab states,
Improving refugee conditions though international efforts,
Elections and interim self-rule for the Palestinian Arabs.315

After Israel‘s positive attempt, US Secretary of State James A. Baker III made a
speech in May 1989 during the policy conference of the American Israel Public
Affairs Committee (AIPAC) were he made a statement emphasizing his opposition to
Eretz Israel. According to Quandt, Baker stated that ―US does not support annexation
or permanent Israeli control of the West Bank and Gaza nor do we support the
creation of an independent Palestinian state.‖
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This was the main Israeli lobby

organization which had a great influence on US elections, but the new American
administration was not going to back off that easy. James Baker realized that it was a
difficult task. After his visit to Palestine in May 1991, Baker stated that:

―Every time I have gone to Israel in connection with the peace process on each
of my trips I have been met with the announcement of new settlement activity.
This does violate United States policy. It is the first thing that Arabs--Arab
governments—the first thing that Palestinians in the territories—whose situation
is really quite desperate—the first thing they raise when we talk to them. I don‘t
think there is any greater obstacle to peace than settlement activity that continues
not only unabated but at an advanced pace."
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Moreover, the negotiations taking place in an international peace conference where
US was going to act as a mediator were going to be based on Resolutions 242 and
338 and ―must involve territory for peace, security and recognition for Israel and all
of the states of the region, and Palestinian political rights.‖317 This conference was
also conveyed to Israel by France, Britain, Russian and Egypt which was rejected by
Shamir.318 Shamir even went all the way and called off his peace proposal. This
move soured relations between the US and Israel. After Labor left the coalition in
1990, Shamir stood by his party‘s ideologies by stating that the occupied territories
belonged to the government of Israel.319

3.1.2 Washington's Changing Policies in the New World Order
Henry Kissinger affirms that Washington was the key to peace and stability in the
Middle-East. Its role in the region had began during the Nixon administration in
which the United States would realize that the Soviet's are not interested in detente
and it was time to eliminate their influence from this region.

320

There are many

factors that unblocked the peace negotiations from the American perspective in
Washington's involvement. This new approach to peace was a success and with it
came the first Arab-Israeli peace negotiations between Egypt and Israel.321 Safran
suggests that the competition between the two super-powers and their personal
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interests had a big influence on the problems in the region. 322 Moreover, Gelvin
confirms that the United States' full involvement in the Arab-Israeli peace
negotiations came about with the end of the Soviet influence in the Middle-East and
the beginning of president George H. Bush's New World Order.323 It can be argued
that many changes in the world had an effect on Washington‘s new direction in
foreign policy. The fall of the Berlin Wall, the reunification of Germany, the Persian
Gulf War and the START talks with the USSR were all important developments that
made it necessary for the US play a chief role in promoting peace and democracy in
the Middle East and the world.

A vital historical event that encouraged the US to get fully involved in the Middle
East was the Second Gulf-War in 1991.324 According to George H. Bush, this war
was his country‘s first test as a single super-power in which it passed with success
and pride. Moreover, he knew that a stable Middle East was in his country‘s best
interest and promised his people that he will work hard to reach that goal.325
According to Ashrawi, the American's main interests in the region was undoubtedly
the oil and secondly the security of Israel.326 But the interest in natural resources was
not something new. Kiernan affirms that the U.S. interest in the oil of the Middle-
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East dates back to the 1950s.327 In regards to the oil, the security of Israel was the
key to maintaining its good relations with the Arab nations. According to Quandt,
under this new administration George H. Bush accommodated new policies for the
Middle-East328 that would pave the way to the Madrid Peace Conference in October
1991, which can be said to be the stepping stone for the breakthrough of the Oslo
Accords and the Jordanian-Israeli peace treaty. Judging from Bush‘s record when he
served as Vice President under Reagan, he was a realist and anti-Israeli. When he
became president, he took the Arab-Israeli issue to a new level and supported
opening dialogue with the PLO.329 According to Hadar, the U.S. diplomatic influence
did not only force Saddam out of the scene, but also played a hand in the ejection of
the Likud which rejected dialogues with the PLO and the election of the new Labor
government in Israel. Common sense dictates that Bush and Baker needed to play
this hand in order to avoid a stalemate caused by Likud‘s attitude in the Arab-Israeli
conflict. Hadar affirms that Bush‘s stand may very well be one of the reasons he lost
the necessary support that was needed to win the next elections in 1992.330
Unquestionably, George Bush and his new team were eager to get fully involved in
ending the dispute between the Arabs and the Israelis. According to Freedman, after
the Saddam issue was resolved, Bush declared that ―the time has come to put an end
to Arab-Israeli conflict‖.331 In this statement, he meant the security of Israel and the
rights of the Palestinians. This decision would later be at the expense of his
presidency. When the Bush administration suspended the loan guarantees because of
Israel‘s enhanced settlement expansion, he lost the Jewish vote which partly cost him
327
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the second elections. The strained US-Israeli relations also damaged Shamir‘s
leadership abilities and therefore he lost the elections in 1992.332

According to Johnston, the U.S. foreign policy with respect to the Arab-Israeli
problem was based on UN resolutions 242 and 338.333 After George H. Bush
succeeded in designing the first peace conference, the new Clinton administration
continued with the prior policies of establishing peace in the Middle East.334
Furthermore, this conflict has strengthened the relations between the U.S and the
Arab countries when it came to political and military relations. Additionally, it is in
America's best national interest to support the peace process because with the end of
the Soviet threat, there was now a new threat in the region: the Islamic extremist
concern.335

Kemp suggests that Madrid Peace Conference forged the frame-work for future
peace talks between Arabs and Israelis.336 According to Haydar Abd Al-Shafi, it can
be said that ―it was at Madrid were it would be possible for the Palestinian issue to be
brought before the international community for the first time since....?‖337 It is
important to mention this conference because it was clearly this international meeting
that helped overcome the impediments to direct Arab-Israeli talks and launched a real
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peace process for the first time since Camp David I. 338 Having mentioned the Camp
David Accords, Eisenberg states that the Madrid success could not have been
realized without its own foundation, the 1978 Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty339, and
furthermore the 1974 and '75 disengagement agreements involving Israel, Egypt and
Syria.
3.1.3 Israel's Changing Policies
Israel's present policy of freedom to militarily act against any threat has been
exercised since its independence. It used military power in order to ensure its
survival in the Middle-East among its hostile Arab neighbors. Its need to expand by
building settlements was a way of ensuring its survival. The end of the Cold War and
the Second Gulf War were two important factors which led Israel to change its
policies in dealing with its neighbors.340 Moreover, the change of Israeli government
from right wing to labor in 1992, also the change in Israeli public opinion played a
big role in the peace process.341 Some would argue that the former statement has no
barring but according to Shlaim, Shamir and Rabin are two men with different
agendas.342 Shamir's Likud administration refused to give up the West-Bank for
religious sentiments and was strongly against any negotiations with the PLO. He
believed that there should be no compromise when it came to dealing with any Arab.
He was willing to resist international pressure till his last day in office. Moreover, to
Likud direct discussions with the PLO would politically mean accepting to negotiate
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with a terrorist organization in pursuit of the destruction of Israel. 343 Even in the
Madrid peace conference, when Likud was in power for one more year, the Israeli
government had its strict conditions for attending; deciding who would represent the
Palestinian side.344 Khalidi affirms that Prime Minister Shamir dictated the U.S.
Administration on all the instructions of who will attend the conference from the
Palestinian side to what will the issues discussed.345 Excluding the PLO from the
negotiations was an Israeli tactic. Instead, it requested a Palestinian Delegation put
together only under the condition that the Israelis would approve the members and
those only residents from Gaza and the West Bank would attend. Shamir continued to
hold his post and rejected joining any conference that would include the PLO. It
accepted the terms in hope that, with the back-bone of the UN resolutions 242 and
338, this conference will bring some kind of a settlement in which Israel failed to
adapt.346 Astonishingly the Syrian President Assad accepted to send a delegation to
the conference and furthermore the PLO accepted Shamir‘s terms which left him no
other choice but to attend. He turned up not for any new peace proposals, but to
announce the construction of new settlements to absorb the new immigrants from
Eastern Europe.

According to Wolsfeld, Likud was interested in maintaining security while Rabin
was interested in achieving peace.347 Additionally it opposed giving the Palestinians
the right to self-determination. Furthermore, Shlaim states that Likud rejected the
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―principle of partition‖, while the Labor party ―...accepts the principle...‖. 348 Perhaps,
without a change in the Israeli government, the events following Madrid would have
never been possible or at least, would have taken both sides nowhere. Haydar Abd
Al-Shafi confirms that ―Israel was the key to peace in the Middle-East‖ and that
Washington was now aware of the fact that resolving this issue was essential for
permanent stability in the region.349 According to Rabin himself, his new government
aimed to change the previous policies and make a serious effort in resolving the
conflict.350 However, according to Shlaim, this did not mean offer the Palestinians a
state of their own. All this new government would do is offering the Palestinians a
calendar instead of a territory where they could practice self-governing, sovereignty
and self-determination.351 This point will be discussed in detail in the next part of this
paper.

Other components also had to be taken into consideration by the Israeli government
such as public opinion and demographics. In principle, the Israeli government had
for decades been using external threats to keep its public united. The Israelis now
wished for a peaceful and stable environment and they were going to do whatever is
necessary to provide it for themselves and their future generation. Shlaim confirms
that this is what brought the public to choose Labor over Likud. 352 Dajani implies
that the fast increase in the Palestinian population is a major threat to Israel and for
this reason it has been seeking normalization and peace with its neighboring Arab
348
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countries and the Palestinians for some time.353 This was also a point Shimon Peres
had realized during his years in office as prime minister and later as foreign minister
in Likud. As Shlaim stated the demographic balance was not in the Israel‘s' favor.354
According to Masalha, the ‗demographic threat‘ had been an Israeli concern since
1967. Labor had been against annexation of the West Bank and Gaza due to being
densely populated by Palestinians, which could compromise the Jewishness of the
State of Israel.355 But for Israel to negotiate with PLO only would becomes possible
when Likud looses the elections and a more realistic compromising party takes over
the government in 1992.
3.1.4 PLO's Changing Policies
Since its establishment in 1964, the PLO has been the sole legitimate representative
of the Palestinian people. Initially, its policy on Israel and Zionism was made clear in
the Palestinian National Charter.356 These policies were somewhat unrealistic and
brought many negotiations with the Israelis to a dead-lock. Because of an article in
the PLO charter357, Israel refused to negotiate with this organization. It was after the
uprising that the PLO changed its angle and by taking some positive steps was able
to start dialogue with Washington and later Israel.358 After agreeing to denounce
terrorism and recognize the state of Israel, Washington coincided with opening talks
with the PLO.

When Saddam defied Washington and Israel, the Palestinians took his side in the
353
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war. After his great defeat in the Gulf-War, the PLO lost its financial support from
the Gulf States. John claims that after losing the Soviet support, Arafat's siding with
Iraq was a blow not only to the PLO, but the Palestinians living in the Gulf as
well.359 According to Dajani, this factor encouraged PLO to press for peace
negotiations with Israel.360

Until the signing of the Declaration of Principles, the PLO was supported by its
people purely because of its sole mission; to liberate Palestine and end the
occupation. But after the Intifada in 1987, the PLO had to change its policy and
accept a two-state solution, a Palestinian state next to an Israeli one according to
1967 borders.361 This change in policy would not necessarily lead the Israelis to
compromise on all topics. It would just be a first step to start negotiations.

3.2 U.S. Involvement and the Road to Oslo
3.2.1 Madrid Peace Conference
With Washington's new U.S. alliances formed during the Gulf War, George H. Bush,
after two years of coordination362, was able to orchestrate an international conference
in 1991 that would act as a stepping stone to future peace negotiations between Israel
and the Palestinians, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon.363 The Bush Administration would
use the Geneva Conference in 1973, a minimalist approach, as a model for the
359
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Madrid talks. According to Hadar, U.S. would be looking for a peace based on UN
Resolutions 242 and 338, a foundation Likud would be declined to accept.364 This
achievement would not come without difficulty due to Israel's conditions to join the
meeting. Neither Arafat, nor any other member of the PLO could not represent the
Palestinians in the conference.365 According to Shlaim, ―it was one of the rare
international disputes in which one party chose not only its own team...but also that
of the other party‖.366 Israel's relationship with the U.S. soured because of the
conference due to Shamir's right-wing government and its ideologies.367 While the
PLO aimed to use this meeting as a chance to improve its image in the international
community due to Arafat's siding with Saddam during the Gulf War, Shamir's
government would attend with no intention of changing its agenda.368 The dispute
over the Jewish settlement expansion would continue between Bush and Shamir until
Rabin steps in. This peace-process would be on hold during both the Israeli and the
American elections369. In regard to the Palestinian issue, this conference would later
lead to the Oslo Accords in 1993 under the mediation of U.S. President Bill Clinton.
3.2.2 The Clinton Administration and the Return of Labor
As previously pointed out, the change of Israeli government in 1992 and change of
public opinion played a big role in the peace process. 370 According to Hadar, it was
Washington that influenced the election of the Labor party in Israel. 371 Quandt
confirms that if Bush had not frozen the loans promised to Israel for building new
364
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settlements for the new Russian-Jewish immigrants, Shamir would have been
reelected and the peace-process would have collapsed.372 After Rabin's victory in
February and Clinton's triumph in 1992, both men did not waste any time in
proceeding with the peace-process. Rabin came to government with a new approach
in which he addressed to the Knesset that year.373 Clinton had inherited one of the
most complex peace negotiations in history. It was now his turn to bring an end to
this crisis. The Washington talks that took off since Madrid were still continuing but
failing to bring results. Peres states that there were deficiencies in the Washington
talks and that no ―reference to specific territorial issues‖ was made and that there was
nothing tangible in these discussions.374

The Clinton Administration would face difficulties in the Washington talks from both
the Palestinian and the Israeli side in respect to the peace-process. According to
Stork, due to the deportation of more than 400 Palestinian to Lebanon and Rabin's
refusal to exercise the UN Resolution 799 under U.S. terms, the Palestinian
delegation in the Washington talks would boycott all negotiations with Israel.375
Once again, Washington had to act as a broker in order to bring the two parties back
to the table, and bring them it did. After some concessions made by Washington to
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both sides, after a suspension of four months the Palestinian delegation agreed to
proceed with the negotiations.376 It was essential for the talks to bring results before
the next Israeli elections. Both parties tried to find solutions and draft a declaration of
principles and by 1993 it they had achieved considerable progress. According to
Ross, the Israelis were willing to go with an approach similar to the Camp David
model. Washington also embraced such a proposal.377

While the Washington talks were continuing between the West Bank- Gaza team and
the Israelis, there was a second team secretly meeting with the full knowledge of
Arafat and Rabin. The main players in these talks were Rabin and Arafat and the
talks were hosted by the Norwegians. The Clinton administration was unaware of
these secret developments. In fact, according to Said, the U.S. was informed some
days before it was finalized.378 The Oslo channel was initiated by the mediation of
the Norwegians as a form of 'secret talks' between the PLO and the Israeli
government just as the Washington talks were ready to fall apart. The reason why
Oslo is mentioned in all publications about the Arab-Israeli conflict is because it was
the first time in history that PLO and Israelis have accepted to sit around the same
table and engage in bilateral talks. Oslo I was in theory intended to be a framework
to assist in resolving issues such as: the status of Jerusalem, the Jewish settlement
problem, the Palestinian refugee problem and the right to return. Practically, these
issues, with Israel‘s inflexible attitude and plans, could take decades. The Jewishness
of the state could not be compromised. Stopping settlement building and allowing the
Palestinian refugees the right to return, together with the demographic issue were a
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formulae for destruction. Prolonging this dilemma was achieved by Israel by keeping
these issues apart which is why Oslo was bound to fail from the very beginning.

Talks between the two sides concluded with both parties signing on the Declaration
of Principles (DOP), witnessed by the United States of America and the Russian
Federation.379 This historical ceremony would come as the aftermath of two
protocols. The first Protocol consists of letters of correspondence between Arafat and
Rabin, confirming their commitment to the principles. Arafat states that articles in
the PLO charter in regards to the illegitimacy of Israel will from that date, no longer
be valid. In return Rabin responds in his letter to Arafat by confirming that the Israeli
government fully recognizes the PLO.380 Furthermore, the Oslo Accords were
supposed to lead gradually to the division of the country between the two nations, to
prevent the creation of a bi-national state, while gradually transferring civic powers
to the Palestinians and releasing Israel from the burden of the occupation, domination
over another nation and responsibility for it. On paper, the DOP represents two
agreements. First is the withdrawal of Israeli security forces from Gaza and the West
Bank, and second is the basing of the PLO in Palestine.381
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Absurdly, the settlement building activity actually doubled in number after the
accords were signed, which was one clear sign of failing for peace to materialize on
the Israeli side.382 According to Edward Said, a Palestinian critic and activist, this
plan is ―mostly unread or unexamined, mostly unclear‖ and in reality would not
provide the Palestinians with limited control of the territories and Israel would
continue with its own schedule on settlement building.383 The second point was the
security issue. Said points out that in reality, Oslo was designed to increase security
for the Israelis settlers and diminish all the Palestinian's right to democracy and
independence in Palestine.384 Mougrabi coincides with this apprehension by
questioning whether it was ―peace based on territorial compromise or on the absolute
security requirements of the Israeli government?‖385 Palestinian opposition
movements, Hamas and Islamic Jihad, two fundamentalist movements against peace
with the Jews, committed terrorist acts that were uncontrollable and according to
Ross, Arafat was unable or unwilling to handle the situation.386 These acts of
violence together with settlement expansion that directly undermined the peaceprocess continued all the way after the Clinton administration.387
There is no connection at all between the past events in the occupied territories and
the agreements made between Israel and the PLO in Oslo. According to Said, Israel
still held control of water, land, settlements, roads, armed forces and security. In
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addition to this, Said points out that Israel came to the negotiating table fully
prepared with detailed maps on which parts were to be assigned to the PNA. On the
other hand, Palestinian party did no such thing.388 Wolfsfeld confirms that Israel
gained recognition by the PLO, and in return the Palestinian authorities gained new
opposition with very different opinions about this so-called peace process with
Israel.389 According to Edward Said, the refugee problem has been put on hold once
again, together with many other issues until the ―final status‖ talks which would take
place within three to five years time.390 The Oslo accords included many concessions
from the Palestinians which will be discussed in the following part.
3.2.3 Interim and Other Agreements
During the Rabin government the rate of violence had enormously increased in to the
previous and latter ones. According to Cordesman and Moravitz, this rate measured
boosted up to more than 3% under Rabin.391 Against all odds and despite the increase
in violence during Rabin together with the Hebron massacre which led Arafat to stop
negotiations for several weeks, the Gaza-Jericho Agreement was signed in Cairo
between the Palestinian and Israeli leaders on the 4th of May, 1994.392 This agreement
would be a part of the first stage in negotiations between the PLO and Israel. Ross
confirms that it would give Arafat the go to move from Tunis to Gaza and Jericho.393
According to Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Gaza-Jericho interim agreement
addresses four main issues: ―security arrangements, civil affairs, legal matters, and
economic relations‖. Secondly, the accord issued the formation of the Palestinian
Authority (PA). Finally, it would also initiate the Israeli withdrawal from Gaza and
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Jericho in which the PA would be able to exercise self-rule within these territories. It
main objective is after the legislation of the PA, this agreement would help in the
preparatory of transfer of powers and responsibilities to the PA.394 According to
Watson, the developments after the signing looked promising as Israeli security
forces withdrew as promised from most of the territories and the PA took over most
of the responsibilities of these areas.395 It can be stated that now for the first time
there was a government and a defined territory which could make up a future state.
There was great reaction to the signing of this agreement on both sides. In a political
dimension, both Likud and the National Religious Party accused Rabin of handing
the biblical lands over to the enemy. They viewed it as a tragic day for Israel. The
Jewish community in Hebron was also outraged and refused accepting anyone
carrying arms accept for an Israeli. On the Arab side, the Islamic Jihad and Hamas
were also against this accord but once again the leaders had to avoid any obstacles in
order to save the peace-process.396 Additional protocols would be signed between the
two in 1995 regarding the broadening of the PA's responsibilities and redeploying
Israeli security forces from Palestinian territories. The Israeli-Palestinian Interim
Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, also called the Oslo II accord, was
signed in Egypt on September 24, 1995. Oslo II would be more complicated than
Oslo I. This extensive and long document identifies the schedule in which the agreed
Palestinian territories would be transferred to the PA and the Israeli
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security forces would completely withdraw with the exception of some areas.397
Watson states that these interim agreements create ―immediate and specific
obligations for both parties‖.398 On the other hand, there would be no mention for the
settlement issue during this period. On the contrary, Israel increased its settlement
expansion with no hesitation.
3.2.4 Netanyahu Administration and the Decline of the Oslo Process
After the assassination of Rabin, Peres was chosen as his successor who decided to
govern for a full year until the next elections in 1996. He also decided to proceed
with the ongoing peace-process; however, not much was accomplished in a year. He
and Arafat were in a difficult position because of public fear resulting from the
opposition attacks.399 Peres believed what he had believed for a long time; that
perusing a peaceful solution is in his people's best and moral interest.400 But turning
his beliefs to reality was something close to impossible, especially with PLO's new
opposition and Syria's involvement.401

The second elections in Israel during the Clinton Administration took place on 29
May 1996. Benjamin Netanyahu won the elections and became Israel's new Prime
Minister with the right wing back in power. Although Netanyahu, in his electoral
contest, campaigned as a realist accepting the Oslo accords and aimed to reach a final
status, he did nothing of a sort once he won the elections.402 Before being elected in
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one of his interviews, Netanyahu stated that he would honor Oslo under two
conditions: ―one, that Arafat honor it; ... the second was that I would reduce the
dangers in Oslo within the agreement -- ... reduce the withdrawals, reduce the price
that Israel would have to pay.‖403 And reduce withdrawals he did. In fact, according
to Barnett, Netanyahu was one of the reasons why Oslo Accords failed.404 Savir
supports this statement by adding that the freezing of the negotiations on a finalstatus agreement occurred during the term of Benjamin Netanyahu‖.405 Rubenburg
suggests that the change of the main players had a clear influence on the peace
process as Netanhayu was strongly against a negotiation with PLO. 406 His
administration was interested in maintaining security while the left was interested in
achieving peace.407 The Netanyahu administration mark two important agreements
with the Palestinians: Hebron Protocol and Wye River Memorandum. Due to these
agreements, Netanyahu would be alienated by his party and other conservative allies
against Oslo. According to Barnett, he was primarily elected for his political as well
as religious ideology of a ―Greater Israel‖, and the occupied territories in his mind
were sacred lands. Now that he accepted the principles of withdrawal from
territories, he was abandoning the promise he made to his followers. This acceptance
would cause divisions in the Israeli society and politics. This is one major factor in
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which he would not be reelected in 1999.408 It would also mark Arafat's absorbed
behavior towards his people in order to increase security so as not to put the peaceprocess at risk.

After the 1996 elections, Netanyahu started an aggressive policy which would bring
the Palestinian people to a hostile mood. His vision of peace was based on security.
His policies delayed the Oslo plans and caused explosive events. Although being
warned by his security advisers, he endangered the peace-process by issuing the
opening of a tunnel under the Muslim shrines of the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome
of the Rock, which was a direct violation of international and local laws. This
provocative action gave the Palestinians a reason to react in demonstrations and
violent acts. Moreover, Netanyahu initiated new building projects that not only
angered the Arabs, but the left-wing Jews as well. He even altered the original Oslo
maps during the 1996 negotiations. His new map isolated the Palestinians from the
Jordanian border and turned it into a ghetto.409 This period can be viewed as a
virtuous circle, Netanyahu breaking the Oslo plans followed by aggression from the
Palestinian side. Sources confirm that during the Netanyahu administration, the
peace-process was ―constantly threatened, and ultimately undone, by the dynamics of
politics and violence.‖410 According to Elazar and Mollov, Netanyahu idea of peace
was firstly lowering Palestinian expectations and secondly negotiating only on Israeli
terms. As Netanyahu approved new housing developments in East Jerusalem, Hamas
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continued strikes.411

On the other side of the iron wall, Arafat and his newly formed authorities was
keeping busy devising new rules and regulations on his people. His approach in
dealing with the security issue can be said to be justifying his behavior with his goals
of building a Palestinian State. Without going into much detail it can be said that his
new leadership was completely corrupted. According to Aburish, a whole book on
corruption in the PNA can be written. Besides the money frauds, there was the
implementation of new regulations such as requirement of police permits for social,
cultural and sport event. In addition to this Arafat took full control of the Palestinian
press and media in the West Bank and Gaza. Newspapers were shut down and a
number of journalists were arrested. Moreover Palestinian academicians and human
right activists were assaulted.412 According to the status report on ―Human Rights in
the Occupied Territories since the Oslo Accords‖ of December 1996, both Arafat and
Netanyahu played the leading roles in violating human rights and international law
but it was only the Palestinians that suffered these extreme and unlawful measures.413
It seems like Arafat had forgotten the purpose of the Intifada of 1987 and the
Palestinian struggle to nationhood. He was more anxious to stay in power by keeping
the peace-process alive. He acted like a tyrant by completely ignoring the main
objectives of liberation and a future independent state.
411
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With all of Netanyahu's violations to his commitments to Oslo (new settlement plans,
tunnel crisis, change in the Oslo map), both sides managed to reach a deal and sign a
protocol on January 15, 1997, also known as the 'Hebron Protocol'. 414 Clinton was
still fully involved in the peace-process and made sure to put pressure on both sides,
especially the Israeli, to prevent a stale-mate. This protocol is the third part of the
Interim agreements and specifically involves the city of Hebron, the last city in
which Israeli security forces would be redeployed.415 In regards to both parties'
concerns, not only would security be strengthened for settlements but also at various
holy sites, especially al-Ibrahim mosque in Hebron which is a sacred site for the
Muslims as well as for the Jews.416 However, neither Israel had released all the
prisoners as promised, nor has the PLO finalized the revisions in its charter. This
agreement has been disappointing for all the Israeli settlers and many opposing the
peace-process, because to them Hebron has religious and biblical significance. Like
his predecessor, Netanyahu has agreed to give back land for the promise of peace. He
was very much criticized by members of his party for accepting this principle.417
Andoni states that this would be the first time for Likud to engage with the
Palestinians on the basis of the DOP and the Interim agreement. Furthermore, Andoni
adds that the Americans not only put pressure on both sides, but acted as partners in
the negotiations, which was something the Palestinians have been longing for. If only
they knew that this act would make the Israeli-US relationship even stronger. This
414
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agreement would totally benefit the Israelis and once again deny the Palestinians of
their rights to govern.

After Clinton was reelected in January 1997, he declared to the media that he will
continue in his active role as a mediator in the peace-making. Unfortunately,
Netanyahu's plans for building housing units in East Jerusalem would bring it to a
stale-mate in the peace-process and start up a suicide bombers campaign. This
situation would continue its course until Secretary Albright steps in on Clinton's
request and pays a personal visit to Israel to handle the. According to media sources
―During her visit, she not only made strong demands on the Palestinian leadership to
crack down on Islamic militants behind the terror attacks but also criticized the
Israelis for policies and measures that have antagonized the Palestinians‖. 418 Sources
confirm that, at this point and for the coming year, Clinton and Albright‘s role in the
peace negotiations would be crucial. There were in fact many Israeli's favoring a
peaceful solution with the Palestinians.419 Due to continued suicide-bomber attacks,
Netanyahu had increased restrictions on Palestinian movement and frozen the
Palestinian funds which in Albright's opinion would not solve any security issues, on
the contrary would make the situation more difficult. She criticized both sides for not
being able to keep a stable environment and demanded that matters be handled with
more enthusiasm.420 Netanyahu was not willing to negotiate any agreement as long
as Hamas continued its bombing campaign. Arafat needed to make a bigger
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commitment and maintain security for the peace-process to go anywhere. Unluckily,
alongside Clinton's ―Lewinsky scandal‖, Albright's efforts would go unacknowledged
and the process would be delayed for months.421 According to Ross, the Secretary's
visit ―had been a lost opportunity‖.422 But this would not be the end of the deal. The
coming months would be about Ross' swaying back and forth to meetings with both
sides for the agreed points that will be discussed in the Wye Summit: to negotiate on
Arafat's security work-plan and the further redeployment of the Israeli forces. For the
Palestinians, a fiercely-resisted 13% redeployment of Israeli troops within twelve
weeks. As for Israel, a so-far unobtainable Palestinian commitment to security.423
These two issues needed to be dealt with before Clinton's midterm elections. The
deadlock in the peace process solidified in spring 1997 after Netanyahu announced
the building of the Jewish settlement of Har Homa in East Jerusalem.
3.2.5 Clinton's last try: Camp David II and the ‘Clinton Plan’
Ehud Barak was elected prime minister of Israel in May, 1999. This meant that the
Labor party was back and Likud was out for the time being. According to Ross,
Barak affirmed to pursue his mentor Rabin's unfulfilled commitments for the peaceprocess.424 After almost two months of putting together a coalition government,
Barak expressed that he was anxious to carry on the peace-process project which he
had inherited from his predecessor. He was sincere in his approach and lost no time
in contacting Arafat to resume with the peace talks. Barak's policy was to stick to the
―Allon Plan as well as the IDF's security interests map‖. Barak offered to reduce the
13 percent promised to 10. Each time Israel tried to change the format of the
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agreement, it gained time by delaying redeployment and continuing with its new
settlement construction. As his previous predecessor, Barak implied that he would
discuss the basic principles of the agreement and leave the details to a later date.425
Furthermore, in a joint press conference Clinton stated that Barak also expressed his
interest in including talks with Syria and Lebanon.426 In his speech addressing the
Knesset and his new government, Barak defined the importance of establishing peace
with these two countries, by the support of his two peace partners, Egypt and Jordan.
According to Barak ―...comprehensive and stable peace can be established only if it
rests, simultaneously, on four pillars: Egypt, Jordan, and Syria and Lebanon,...and of
course the Palestinians.‖427 He claimed that to him they all had equal priorities.
Barak's approach would help improve the Israeli-US relations which Netanyahu had
managed to devastate. But this time Clinton would announce that he would
participate as a facilitator in these agreements. Surprisingly Barak was prepared to
compromise on most issues but Jerusalem. It was truly a complicated issue that
needed more time and work. The main issue in this summit was the conflicting
claims on East Jerusalem and which government would control it. Similar to his
predecessors, Barak was against a division of Jerusalem while Arafat wanted
sovereignty over the Holy places in the Old City. Washington came up with a
proposal of ―sharing or joint sovereignty‖,428 which sounded possible but was
425
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literally inapplicable. According to Ashrawi, Arafat did not compromise in this deal
in hope to make one later. But this situation could go either way. It could very well
mean peace in the future or war.429 The 15 day summit ended with a complete failure
on both sides. Arafat did not yield on the Jerusalem issue and neither did Barak, both
in fear of losing face towards their people.

Robert Malley and Hussein Agha confirm that Camp David's failure can be attributed
to no one else but Arafat. On the other hand, Barak and Clinton's approach can be
viewed as the real reason to this failure. In fact, it was Barak who insisted on this
summit to take place where he would make a final offer which Arafat would reject or
be pressured to accept.430 It was clear that Barak aimed to make Arafat look bad in
front of the Americans and loose international support as well as the Palestinian's.
According to Schulze, the failure of this summit ―reflected the conceptual difference
in the Israeli and Palestinian approaches on the question of boundaries.‖ Israel's
withdrawal relied on the location of the settlements in East Jerusalem while
Palestine's relied on the 67 border lines.431
The stalemate reached in Camp David II caused a great frustration for the
Palestinians living in the occupied territories. Both sides blamed each other for the
failure. Israel did not freeze settlement activity while Arafat did not back down on
the issue of Jerusalem as well as borders, refugees. 432 Negotiations were bound to
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fail. And so they did, but Clinton did not yield. It can be argued that Barak
enthusiasm in reaching a deal with Arafat would have a positive effect on his position
in the next elections. Clinton continued to try before his presidency ended. After
Camp David II failed in July and both sides returned home, Clinton formulated a new
plan known as the ‗Clinton Plan‘. Both sides were asked for a final effort in
December. According to this plan, 95 percent of the West Bank and Gaza would be
returned to the PA and land compensations would be considered. Clinton suggested
that Jerusalem would be administered by both sides: Arabs their own neighborhoods
including the Muslim and Christian Quarter in the Old City, while the Jewish Quarter
and the Temple Mount by the Israelis. Both sides looked satisfied about Jerusalem
until the issue of the ‗right to return‘ came up. The refugees would be allowed to
return to the new state of Palestine but not their original homes. Barak‘s side agreed
on the proposal but the Palestinian delegation refused to accept unless there would be
future negotiations. Finally Clinton‘s last attempt before his time in office ran out
came to a dead-lock in January 2001.433

It was a time when both communities had reached their final limit of hoping that
their superiors would reach an agreement. Barak‘s coalition government weakened
after it couldn‘t bring back results to its people. Barak finally resigned and new
elections were forces in 2001.434 Adding to this tense atmosphere, Ariel Sharon's
provocative visit to the Haram in September 2000 not only broke down the final
dealing between Barak and Arafat, but provoked a full-scale uprising the same year
known as the ―Al-Aqsa Intifada‖.435
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3.3 Al-Aqsa Intifada and the Sharon Administration
After putting Barak to the test as prime minister, the Israeli public decided in the next
election to go for a stronger and more aggressive leader such as Ariel Sharon. With
the outbreak of the second Intifada, Barak lost all credibility and was forced to resign
from office.436 The Israeli public was disappointed with the results in Camp David
summit and why peace was so hard to reach after all the ongoing negotiations since
1993. During the 2001 Israeli elections Sharon campaigned for ‗peace and security‘.
The newly elected Prime Minister eliminated the essence of Oslo by violating human
rights while the new US president George W. Bush looked the other way.437

The end of peace between the two communities can be marked by the start of a
horrific period of suicide attacks by Palestinian militants on Israeli civilians as well
as the last military strike known as ―Operation Defensive Shield‖ by the IDF in
March, 2002. Between the years of 2000 and 2004 nearly 2,800 Palestinians and 920
Israelis lost their lives, mostly the result of suicide bombing and military air
strikes.438 Every suicide-bomb attack was followed with a response by Israel: the IDF
conducted military raids on towns, cities and refugee camps. This was a large-scale
military operation conducted by the IDF under the leadership of Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon. Within two weeks, Israel reoccupied the remaining areas in the West Bank
assigned to the PA during the Oslo agreements.439

Another development after Camp David failed was the ‗Defensive Barrier‘. Uri
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Dayan, the nephew of Moshe Dayan and the architect of this barrier was appointed as
head of National Security Council during the beginning of the Al-Aqsa Intifada. This
barrier was opposed by Sharon because it would divide the Greater Land of Israel
which was against his ideology. But due to growing terrorist attacks by Palestinian
militants he was forced to adapt this plan in May 2002. This plan was approved by
the cabinet a month later and construction began straight away.440 The main reason
why the barrier defied international law is because it was not built on the Green Line.
This was purposely planned by the Israeli government to avoid a future two-state
solution based on the UN partition plan.441 Moreover, Israeli superiors rejected the
fact that it was a permanent border and insisted it was a temporary defensive line to
prevent terrorist attacks in Israel and the Jewish settlements in the West Bank.442 In
other words, it was not a political border but only a means of increasing security.
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Chapter 4

1 CONCLUSION

When Israel captured Gaza, the West Bank, Sinai and the Golan Heights during the
Six-Day War as an act of retaliation against the Arab forces led by Nasser, their first
plan was to hold on to the territories and use them in exchange for a final peace.
Later, the Eshkol government changed this decision and decided to keep these
territories for security reasons.443 The Arab leaders‘ attitude in the Khartoum
Conference not only contributed to Israel‘s decision for security needs by means of
keeping the territories, but also had a direct affect on the fate of the Palestinian
people. It can be argued that the Arab‘s politically unrealistic approach was a historic
mistake. On the other hand, the Israelis claimed that they had no choice but to act as
they did. To maintain security for the state these territories were necessary. Within
weeks military settlements were constructed in the newly occupied territories. The
Israeli government insists that these settlements were and are there to maintain
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security and merely for defense purposes. Karen Armstrong argues that these
settlements were a means of conquering new lands.444

Israel‘s ongoing settlement policy since 1967 not only defies International Law but
moreover strangled peace-negotiations between the Israeli government and the
Palestinians since the Oslo peace-process began in 1993. This stale-mate has led to
greater Palestinian suffering given Israel‘s repressive policy. According to AlJazeera, ―About 500,000 Jews live on land in the West Bank and East
Jerusalem seized by Israel in the aftermath of 1967 Israeli-Arab war.‖445 Israel has
constantly argued that these territories were necessary for the security of the state as
displayed both in the Allon plan and Sharon plan. Judging from the maps, these
settlements created a ‗natural security barrier‘.446 This illustrates Israel‘s insecurity in
the region and the realization of its demographic problems. Both maps also clearly
illustrate that the position of these settlements also created a wall between the
Palestinians in Jordan and the ones in the West Bank. Moreover, this wall has led to
worldwide criticism and the isolation of the Israelis from the international
community. The reason behind Israel‘s annexation of East Jerusalem is also
demographic which poses a serious problem to the Jewishness of the state. Therefore
settlement expansion was and still is a necessity to create facts on the ground and
increase security.447 Even though Israel built these settlements as a defense, in reality
they are causing more and more security problems for the state. According to
444
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Yiftachel, they pose a heavy security burden which in turn affects the economy of
Israel.448 The terrorist attacks during the second intifada prove this point.

The Israeli leaders have emphasized time and time again that they are interested in
reaching a peace deal with the Palestinians. One the other hand, their vision of peace
was never accepted by the Palestinian side and vice versa. While Rabin, Barak and
Sharon all mention a possible future Palestinian State, none of them explained their
views in detail.449 Israel‘s settlement policy in the West Bank following the Six-Day
War changed the outlook of the world. The Israeli government was no longer
envisioned as a democratic one. This war also added new and serious issues to the
states‘ credibility in dealing with its new Palestinian population. This population
would change the demographic balance of the Jewish State. After analyzing all
arguments and debates the question of why Israel occupied these territories in 1967
remains to be rationally answered. In my opinion, there were political as well as
religious reasons for this illegal occupation. The political reasons support the
religious aspects and vice versa.

Politically, a state needs a secure border, good relations with its neighbors, a
functioning economy and internal security to sustain itself. Israel lacked all three in
the past. It has succeeded through many talks and by the support of the US in
reaching peace with two of its neighbors: Egypt in 1978 (Camp David I) and later
Jordan in 1994 (Israel-Jordan Treaty of Peace).450 Syria is yet to be a part of this
peaceful triangle although it should be stressed that these peace treaties were reached
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after a series of wars. Israel has gone through a difficult economic period especially
in the early 1980‘s; one reason of recession was Israel‘s conflict with its
neighbors.451 Internal security is still a primary issue. It is important to mention the
defensive barrier as a solid and physical proof to Israel‘s objectives as well as its
serious security issues. This barrier has succeeded in increasing security for Israel
and the Jewish settlements in the West Bank but also created a permanent separation
between the two communities. Although it defies international laws it perhaps will
contribute to some kind of a future two-state solution.

Israel‘s politicians have each time won the support of the religious settler population
in the West Bank by claiming that it was a part of biblical Israel. The settlers have
positively responded in return by protecting these areas even if it meant killing
innocent Palestinian civilians living in the territories. The mentality of these settlers
is very different then the politician‘s but nevertheless contributes to Israel‘s
settlement policy. According to a report by the Human Rights Watch, these settlers
have attacked Palestinian civilians as well as humanitarian workers, independent
observers and journalists, all under the radar of the IDF.452 They believe that the
land is their birth right and therefore have the right to protect it by all means
necessary. This ideology in return benefited the goals of this delusional nation. As
for the building of endless illegal settlements, they were claimed to be a security
barrier but actually seem more of a means of creating facts on the ground which will
eventually lead to final annexation of the territories. This creeping annexation was
supported by the illusive ‗land for peace‘ proposals. Events during the Oslo Peace-
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process and Sharon‘s final operation prove this fact. According to facts, it can be
stated that this was an approach used for reaching the Zionist goals, which is ‗Eretz
Israel‘.

Ariel Sharon, a long time war veteran and the architect of many Arab-Israeli wars
and military operation453, lastly being Operation Defensive Shield, was never
prepared to hand over any part of the West Bank to the Palestinians. He believes that
territorial compromise will only create more security issues for the state. It can be
argued that Sharon‘s vision of peace is an internal one, not between two communities
as equals but as one single dominant community controlling a weak minority.454
According to many sources Sharon opposed the Oslo Accords from the beginning as
he believed that Jordan is where the Palestinians should form a state.455 His priorities
were security first, peace later.456 Moreover he was against the division of Jerusalem
and repeatedly stated it that it was the capital of Israel and the heart of Jewish
religion. Here repeatedly emphasized the religious importance of Jerusalem to the
Jewish people, an approach that has been used by many politicians before.457

Arafat on the other hand, was the leader of the Palestinians since 1967 until his death
in 2005 had been effortlessly trying to win back the West Bank firstly through
guerilla tactics and later by diplomatic means. Both tactics finally failed in Camp
David II and therefore the Palestinians lost all hope of a future Palestinian state.
Arafat was unable to deliver what was expected of his people because of Israel‘s
453
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vision of peace. Israel was not ready to compromise on Jerusalem and the refugee
problem due to demographic as well as ‗religious‘ reasons. The breakdown in Camp
David II led to open warfare in October 2000 where the struggle spread to the whole
of Palestine through a series of suicide bombings.458 Freedom of movement was once
again compromised and house demolition continued by the Israeli authorities, not
only in towns but in refugee camps as well, on the basis of security.459 The West
Bank and Gaza Strip were sealed off as were many Palestinian towns. 460 All sense of
civilized life on both sides was impossible. It can be stated that the result of the
Israeli elections in February 2001 marked the end of any hope for peace and the
beginning of a horrific war between the Israelis and the Palestinians. Cordesman and
Moravitz stated that with the failure of the Taba peace talks and Sharon‘s election in
2001, the violence escalated including Israeli air strikes and endless suicide bombing
of civilian targets by the Palestinian militants (Al Aqsa Martyrs‘ Brigade, Islamic
Jihad, PFLP, PIJ, Fatah and Hamas).461

According to Kershner, the Israeli authorities sensed an uprising during the Camp
David summit and therefore had already made security preparations. 462 Israel has
always considered the United Nations as a bias organization and moreover was under
great pressure by the US to freeze settlement expansion plans.463 Moreover, it had
never trusted the Arabs and believed that in a time of war, the ones in peace with
Israel would naturally choose to support their Muslim brothers. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, Operation Defensive Shield, a military operation lead by Sharon
458
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resulted in Israel‘s reoccupation of the areas that were assigned to the Palestinian
Authorities. Even though more can be said about the period after this operation, the
boundaries of this study are limited to this time.

Finally, Israel was forced to put up a concrete wall to protect its settlers from
violence. This security barrier was one of the most costly projects in Israel‘s
history.464 It can be stated that in fact the settlement expansion policy has not been a
positive step for the states‘ development and prosperity. The defensive barrier is an
exclusive and explosive subject in the history of the Arab-Israeli conflict. It has been
built as a final response to the Palestinian violence on Israeli settlers. On the other
hand, it has physically shaped the boundaries of the state and created an apartheid
system which oppresses the Palestinian people in their daily lives in respect to
economic as well as freedom of movement. This barrier which is argued by Israel as
a temporary fence for security reasons seems more like a permanent solution for
annexation. Together with the illegal settlements in the West Bank, this was another
well thought out plan that violated international laws and clearly was a means of
creating facts on the ground.465

Against all these odds, Israel had no reason to stop settlement construction; on the
contrary it had more reason to continue expanding for as long as it could. The course
it chose since 1967 was a bold and non-reversible one. Even if the separation barrier
was a permanent solution, it did not solve Israel‘s demographic issue. Israel
continues its dangerous path in occupying a population larger than itself.
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Today, Israel has continued to isolate itself internationally by continuing with the
settlement expansion on lands the Palestinians claim for a future state. Its plans for
more settlement construction in the West Bank and East Jerusalem have been
criticized by the United States as well as the European Union and the United Nations.
Even though the US has urged Israel to freeze its settlement plans for the sake of
peace talks with the Palestinians to carry on, no such shift has taken place. 466 Israeli
leaders persist on undermining the peace talks and according to the recent news
media ―continue to ignore strong objections from the Palestinians and the rest of the
international community.‖467 The idea of the need of security through settlement
building has not made Israel more secure. On the contrary, the settlements and the
defensive wall have led to the suffering of the Palestinian people and created new
issues such as international criticism.
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